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Abstract
Methods used for scheduling aircraft itineraries to desired maintenance
bases and similar methods for specifying delivery routings from any
number of sources to any number of required locations have been
developed.
The algorithms used to generate these routings have been incorporated
in a prototype graphics-based scheduling environment. This
environment, implemented on the Texas Instruments Explorer Lisp
Machine, allows creation of schedule maps on a graphics terminal and
display of routings.
A fleet reduction algorithm has also been incorporated in the scheduling
environment, which attempts to optimize the schedule by shifting flight
arcs in the schedule to improve aircraft utilization. The software can be
expanded to include other algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Airline scheduling is an important process in determining the services
an airline is going to provide. Analytical studies of this process have
been made without much success. In the area of operations research,
some tools have been devised for schedule optimizations in a limited
scope. Other heuristics have also been developed for particular
applications. Even with the aid of computers, no universal process
which can consider every possible constraint and objective function has
yet been formulated. Changing an established schedule, let alone
creating one, may involve tremendous amount of work. Typically, an
airline's complex schedule is not produced from scratch but is the
culmination of years of manual routine addition and enhancement
starting from a relatively simple model. The manual system of schedule
updating is a tedious process relying on a team of experienced
schedulers toiling continuously and trying to conform to the various
contraints.
While computers still cannot help solve all the problems faced by the
schedulers, there is no doubt that computers could assist and facilitate
the scheduling and updating process. One development has been the
interactive environment provided by computer system terminals.
Software has been developed to display schedules graphically enabling
manipulation of schedules via an interface, e.g. a mouse. Further
developments can be undertaken to include algorithms to assist in
rescheduling.
In this report, a prototype interactive environment is proposed.
The environment has been implemented on the Texas Instruments
Explorer Lisp Machine. It can be used to solve maintenance and
delivery routing problems. A fleet size reduction algorithm has also been
included.
Chapter 2
Schedule Map
2.1 Schedule Map as a Network
The output of an airline is the schedule of services it offers to the
traveling public. Because a schedule involves a time dimension, a simple
route map, which is a geographical network connecting the stations to
be served by the airline, is not adequate in representing such a schedule.
The time dimension can be added to a route map by drawing vertical
lines at the stations. The resulting network which can explicitly
describe a schedule of services is called a schedule map. The length of
the vertical line will represent the schedule cycle period (such as a day,
or a week). A node on the time line is both defined in space and in time.
A flight is represented by an arc going from a departure node at one
station to an arrival node at another station. If the actual times of
aircraft departure and arrival are used, then in using the schedule map,
one must take into account the loading and unloading times, turn-around
time, etc. To avoid doing so, the departure time is defined in this
report as the time at which the loading process begins and the arrival
time the time at which the unloading process is completed.
A simple schedule map is shown in Figure 2.1. In this example, an
aircraft from one station makes a round trip during each schedule
period to the other station and overnight at the starting station ready
for operations in the following scheduling period. The overnighting is
Station A
Figure 2.1. A Schedule Map
represented by a return arc or cycle arc, from the last node at a station
to the first node at the station.
2.2 Shortest Path in a Schedule Map
A schedule map being a network, it is possible to determine the shortest
path from one node to another, provided they are connected.
The directed graph associated with the schedule map can be
represented by an adjacent matrix A = ( a ij ) where
aij = 1 if arc (,J ) exists
= 0 otherwise
Station B
Let t ij be the time lapse between node I and node J if arc ( i , J ) exists
and let TP be the matrix of least total time for paths of p steps or less
between nodes in the directed graph.
T1 is defined by
Tij 1 tiJ
= 0
We define
if arc(i,J )
if arc(i, )
exists
does not exist
if i=J
T 1 Tl
T4 = T3 *T1
and so on, where the operator * is defined, given a row vector Ri and a
column vector Cj , by
Ri C = min ( Rik + Ckj )
k
The elements of T1 being non-negative, TP will converge to a matrix,
T, which can be called the "shortest-path time" matrix. An element T ij
of T gives the minimum time to get from node i to node J. However, to
construct the shortest path, we need a predecessor matrix.
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Let LP be a matrix whose element lijP is the node prior to node J on
the shortest path of p steps or less from node i to node J.
L1 is defined by
lij 1 = i if arc ( i, J ) exists
= undefined otherwise
and LP by
= undefined
ifTikP-1 + Tkj 1 = min ( TiqP-1 +Tqj)
= li P-1 if TiP-' +T1 = TP-I
= min (Tiq P -1+ Tqj I )
q
Just as TP will converge to T, LP will also converge to a matrix L that
can be called the shortest-path predecessor matrix. By examining the
row vector Li of this predecessor matrix, the shortest path from node i
to any other node can be traced. The shortest path thus constructed is
by no means unique.
if i=j
= k
1lP
2.3 The Floyd Algorithm
A better algorithm that has been implemented in the software developed
in conjunction with this report is the Floyd's algorithm.
The first step in the algorithm is to initialize two matrices, a time
matrix Do and a predecessor matrix Po. Do is set equal to T1 and Po is
set equal to L1, where T1 nad L1 are as defined in the previous section.
The iterations are as follows :
Step 1
Set k = 1.
Step 2
Compute the elements of a new time matrix Dk by using the formula
dk (i,j) = min fdk-.l(i, J), dk-1 (i,k) + dk-1l(k,j)}
Step 3
The elements of a new predecessor matrix are defined by
= Pk-I (k, j)
= Pk-1 (i,J)
Step 4
If k = n, then stop.
2 and 3.
if dk(i,j) # dk...1(i,J)
otherwise
Otherwise increase k by one and repeat steps
When the iterations are completed, the matrices Dn and Pn will be the
shortest-path time matrix and the predecessor matrix.
Pk (i, J)
Chapter 3
Maintenance Routings
3.1 Introduction
The flight cycle followed by any aircraft may be constructed once a
schedule map is given. Cycles can be constructed such that an aircraft
will return to a certain maintenance base regularly. Routine maintenance
activities can then be scheduled to coincide with the moment the
aircraft is at the maintenance base. Alternatively, an aircraft returning to
a base may be taken out of service for more elaborated maintenance
checks and be replaced by a standby aircraft.
From time to time, ad hoc maintenance checks or inspections on one
or more aircraft are required. The urgency of the requirement may not
be such that the aircraft need to be grounded or returned to a
maintenance base immediately, but may be allowed to fly to a suitable
base or the nearest base while performing only revenue flights. The
following sections discuss the methods used for determnining the routes
over which any set of aircraft can be brought back to the maintenance
bases as early as possible.
3.2 Optimum Criterion
For a set of aircraft recalled, the criterion used in deciding the best
set of routings is the earliest arrival time at a base of the last aircraft
returned.
3.3 Maintenance Routing for One Aircraft
3.3.1 Choosing a Starting Node
When a decision requiring an aircraft to return to a particular station
with maintenance facilities is made, the aircraft would either be located
on a node or an arc of the schedule map. If the aircraft is on an arc, this
arc will eventually lead to a node. Starting at a particular time on an arc
is then equivalent to starting at the node the arc is leading to at a time
corresponding to the time for the node.
We shall therefore assume that the time at which an aircraft is recalled
always corresponds to a node on the schedule map. We shall call this
node a "starting node" in the routing problems.
3.3.2 Single-Aircraft-Single-Base Problem
For each node J belonging to a designated station, if the starting node, i,
is connected to this node, we can find the minimum time to get from
node i to node j from the shortest-path time matrix T.
This minimum time is given by the element Tij of T. The minimum
time from node i to any station is the smallest value of Tij, for all
nodes J associated with that station. Assuming that this minimum time
is obtained for J = k, then the shortest path from node i to the station is
the shortest path between node i and node k, and can be retraced by
referring to the predecessor matrix.
3.3.3 Single-Aircraft-Multiple-Bases Problem
This problem is simply broken into a series of single-aircraft-single-base
problems. The first step is to solve the single-aircraft-single-base
problem from the start for each of the bases to obtain the shortest path
to each of these stations. The shortest of these paths is then the
optimum path.
3.4 Maintenance Routings for a Set of Aircraft
3.4.1 Constraints
When there are more than one aircraft, a maintenance routing for each
aircraft can be found if a shortest path exists from the corresponding
starting node to the maintenance bases. However, these individual
shortest-pathg fr dutings may not be flown simultaneously for there may
be conflicts ,twee n these, paths. Conflict will arise when any pair of
shortest paths share at least one flight in the same schedule period. We
have remarked that the predecessor matrix indicates only one shortest
path even though there may be alternative ones. Therefore, if two
shortest paths as derived from the predecessor matrix have a common
flight arc, the sections of the paths downstream of this common node
will be identical. When salilght arc is common to more than one shortest
paths, only one returning , aircraft may fly on this arc. The others
will have to follow alternative flight arcs or ground tcs and then try
to follow the shortest paths from the subsequent nodes. If similiar
conflicts arise later, then again not all of the returning aircraft can take
the shortest paths to reach a base.
Aircraft A
0600
0800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
4 5
6
2
3
7
8
9 110
11 12 13
14
Station W
Figure 3.1. Conflicting Routings (1 3 5) and (2 3 5)
As an example, consider the schedule map in Figure 3.1. Supposing that
at the beginning of the schedule period, aircraft A is at Station Y, and
aircraft B at Station Z. Aircraft A and B are required to return to the
maintenance base at Station X. The requi:ement has been decided at
I -
just before 0600 hours. For aircraft A, the shortest path is (1 3 5),
arriving at Station X at 1000 hours. For aircraft B, the shortest path is
(2 3 5), arriving also at 1000 hours. If both aircraft were to fly their
respective shortest path, they would meet at node 3 at 0800 hours and
one of them would have to remain at Station Y till 1200 hours (node 7)
and fly the shortest path from node 7, namely, (7 8), to reach Station X.
This would result in a latest arrival time of 1400 hours for the set of
two aircraft.
However, if A is assigned to the arc (1 4) instead of (1 3) at 0600
hours, then A will be able to arrive at Station Y at 1200 hours via
route (1 4 6) while B can follow route (2 3 5) and arrive at 1000 hours.
The latest arrival time will then be 1200 bours instead of 1400 hours.
3.4.2 Multiple-Aircraft-Single-Base Problem
A method to determine the maintenance routings for more than one
aircraft to a maintenance base may involve comparing all combinations of
possible paths of the aircraft being recalled. The following is a proposed
procedure.
Step 1
For each aircraft to be recalled, first solve the multiple-aircraft-
single-base problem for the rest of the aircraft, or the
single-aircraft-single-base problem if there is only one other aircraft.
The set of paths obtained from the solution of this
sub-problem constitutes a set of paths whose flight arcs have to be
avoided by the aircraft in consideration. These paths are the
constraining paths.
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Step 2
Find a path for the aircraft to the base that is :
(1) compatible with the constraining paths, and
(2) shorter than the longest of the constraining paths, or, if no
such path exists, the shortest possible.
This path plus the constraining paths will form a candidate solution
to the original problem.
Step 3
The best of all the candidate solutions will be the solution.
3.4.3 Multiple -Aircraft-Multiple-Bases Problem
The steps proposed here for solving this problem are very similar to the
ones given for the multiple-aircraft-single-base problem.
Step 1
For each aircraft, first solve the multiple-aircraft-bases problem for
the rest of the aircraft (this sub-problem may be reduced to the
single-aircraft-multiple-bases problem). The paths obtained from the
solution of this sub-problem again constitute a set of constraining
paths.
Step 2
For each aircraft, find a path to any of the bases that is :
(1) compatible with the constraining paths
(2) shorter than the longest of the constraining paths, or, if no
such path exists, the shortest possible.
This path plus the constraining paths form a candidate solution to
the original problem.
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Step 3
The best of all the candidate solutions is chosen as the solution.
3.4.4 Finding a Compatible Path
Procedures for solving the multiple-aircraft-single base and
multiple-base problems have been outlined above. In these procedures,
the most important step is in finding a path from a node to a station that
will not be in conflict with the constraining paths.
A procedure to find such a path is as follows:
Step 1
Find the shortest-path from the starting node to the station.
Step 2
If this shortest-path is compatible with the constraining paths, then
stop. Otherwise determine the first instance of conflict and identify
the departure node of the flight are in conflict. This node will be the
branching node for the search of alternative routings. Identify also
the portion of the shortest path upstream of the branching node.
Step 3
Determine the list of branch-to nodes to which the upstream path
can be extended via the branching node. This list is the list
of all the end nodes of the arcs emanating from the branching node,
except the flight arc that is in conflict.
From each branch-to node in the list, find a downstream path to the
station that is compatible with the constraining paths. The
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combination of the upstream path to the branching node and this
downstream path is a path from the starting node that is compatible
with the constraining paths. If this path entails an arrival time at the
station that is not later than the latest arrival time achieved by the
constraining paths, the current search procedure may stop and
return this path as the desired path from the starting node to the
station. Otherwise, if the path is not shorter than the current
best path discovered so far, this newly found path can be
ignored. Otherwise, it will become the current best path.
When all the branch-to nodes have been explored without finding a
downstream path shorter or as long as the longest constraining path,
proceed to the next step.
Step 4
Back up along the upstream path. At each node reached during the
backing up, find an alternative path from this node to the station that
is compatible with the constraining paths.
If the resulting path from the starting node is shorter than or as long
as the longest constraining path, the search procedure may stop and
return the path as the desired path from the starting node.
Otherwise this path will be compared with the current best path and
the better one retained as the current best path.
Step 5
When the starting node has been backed up to and explored for
alternative routings, the current procedure is exited.
It will be noticed that in the enunciation of the procedure, reference
is made to the procedure within the steps of the procedure. This is
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a recursive way of defining a procedure and such procedure can be
coded in LISP very naturally, which is one of the main reasons why
LISP is chosen as the language for the source code.
3.4.5 An Example
Figure 3.2 shows a schedule map with 20 nodes and 12 flight arcs.
Aircraft
0800
1000
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
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Multiple-Aircraft-Multiple-Bases Problem
0
-- - --
Figure 3.2.
Consider the two-aircraft-one-base problem for aircraft A and C at
starting nodes 1 and 15, respectively, and the base at Station Z.
A shortest-path from node 15 is (15 16 10 20). The following explains
the application of the procedure in section 3.4.4 to node 1 for the
searching of a path from node 1 compatible with the path (15 16 10 20).
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Shortest path : (1 2 8 9 10 20).
Step 2
Conflicting flight arc : (10 20).
Branching node : 10.
Upstream path : ( 1 2 8 9).
Step 3
List of Branch-to nodes : (11).
Find a path from node 11 to Station Z that is compatible with
(15 16 10 20).
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Shortest path : (11 17 18 14 15 16 10 20), the portion (15 16 10
20) being in the next schedule period.
Step 2
The path is not in conflict with (15 16 10 20).
Exit Procedure.
The path (1 2 8 9 10 11 17 18 14 15 16 10 20) is retained as the
current best path.
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Step 4
Back up along (1 2 8 9) to node 9.
List of Branch-to nodes : (4)
Find a path from node 4 to Station Z that is compatible with
(15 16 10 20).
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Shortest path : (4 5 13 6 1 2 8 9 10 2(
Step 2
This path is not in conflict with (15 16
Exit Procedure.
The path (1 2 8 9 4 5 13 6 1 2 8 9 10
current best path and Is ignored.
Back up along (1 2 8 9) to node 8.
No other nodes to branch to from node 8.
Back up along (1 2 8 9) to node 2.
List of Branch to nodes : (3).
Find alternative path from node 3 to Stati(
(15 16 10 20).
0).
60 20).
20) is not shorter than the
on Z that is compatible with
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Shortest path : (3 9 10 20).
Step 2
Conflicting arc : (10 20).
Branching node : (10).
Upstream path : (3 9).
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Step 3
List of Branch-to nodes : (11).
Find path from node 11 to Station Z that is compatible with
(15 16 10 20).
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Shortest path : (11 17 18 14 15 16 10 20).
Step 2
This path is not in conflict with (15 16 10 20).
Exit Procedure.
The path (1 2 3 9 10 11 17 18 14 15 16 10) is not better than
the current best path and is ignored.
Step 4
Back up along (3 9) to node 9.
List of Branch-to nodes : (4).
Find a path from node 4 to Station Z that is compatible with
(15 16 10 20).
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Shortest path (4 5 13 6 1 2 8 9 10 20).
Step 2
This path is not in conflict with (15 16 10 20).
Exit Procedure.
The path (1 2 3 9 4 5 13 6 1 2 8 9 10 20) is not better than the
current path and is ignored.
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Back up along (3 9) to node 3.
No other nodes to branch to from node 3.
Back up along (1 2 8 9) to node 1.
No other nodes to branch to from 1.
Step 5
Node 1 explored.
Exit Procedure.
The current best path recorded is (1 2 8 9 10 11 17 18 14 15 16 10
20) and is a best path from node 1 to Station Z compatible with (15 16
10 20).
A candidate solution to the two-aircraft-one-base problem is the pair of
paths (15 16 10 20) and (1 2 8 9 10 11 17 18 14 15 16 10 20). For the
complete two-aircraft-one-base problem for nodes 1 and 15 and Station
Z, the path-finding procedure will be repeated for node 15 with the
constraining path being (1 2 8 9 10 20). This will lead to a candidate
pair (1 2 8 9 10 20) and (15 16 10 11 17 18 14 15 16 10 20) which is
not better than the first pair. Either pair can be the solution retained by
the procedure, depending on which of the two nodes 1 and 15 is being
examined first.
3.5 More on the Two-Aircraft-One-Base Problem
The multiple-aircraft-single-base problem solving procedure will always
lead, in the case of the two-aircraft-one-base problem, to a solution pair
consisting of at least a shortest-pair from one of the two starting nodes.
In fact, the procedure will not consider any constraining path that is not
a shortest path. This approach will be justified in the following section.
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Figure 3.3 shows schematically an example of a two-aircraft-one-base
problem in which the shortest paths for the two aircraft are in conflict.
It is assumed that there exists an optimum solution (according to the
criterion spelt out in section 3.2) in which neither of the paths for A and
B is a shortest-path. No other solution will result in a latest arrival time
earlier than the time correponding to node 6.
There may be more than one such non-shortest-path optimal pair.
However, the following proposition will Justify ignoring these
non-shortest-path optimal pair.
Aircraft A Maintenamnce Base Aircraft B
Figure 3.3 Optimum Solution for Two Aircraft
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3.5.1 Proposition Statement
An optimal set of paths from two starting nodes to a base can always
include a shortest path from one of the two starting nodes.
3.5.2 Proof for the Proposition
Let nl, n 2 be the starting nodes where the two recalled aircraft A and B
are positioned.
Let the shortest paths from n 1 and n 2 as derived from the
shortest-path predecessor matrix be
P*(A) = ( n1 , . . . , n1*)
P*(B) = ( n2 , .. . , n2 *)
where n 1 * and n2 * are nodes at the maintenance base.
If these two shortest paths are not in conflict, the proposition is
obviously true. Hence we are interested in the case where these two
paths are in conflict, in which case nl* = n 2 *, as explained in section
3.4.1.
Now suppose that we have an optimum set of paths
P (A) =(n 1 . .. . n'1)
P (B) = ( n2 .. . n' 2)
where n'1 and n' 2 are nodes at the maintenance base.
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If either n' 1 = nl* or n' 2 = n2* , the proposition is again true.
Therefore we shall assume that n' 1 • n1 * and n' 2 • n 2 *. P(A)
and P(B) will have no flight arcs in common. Owing to the symmetry of
the problem, we shall assume that n' 2 does not precede n'1. The latest
arrival time corresponds then to the time represented by node n' 2 .
Let us first compare P*(A) with P(B). If they do not have any common
flight arc, then P*(A) and P(B) form obviously an optimal set of paths
that contain a shortest path.
If P*(A) is in conflict with P(B), let the last flight arc in conflict
be (na , n'a). Then let P1 *(B) be the path common with P(B) from n2 to
n'a and with P*(A) from n'a
path.
to n1 * (= n2*) PI*(B) is a shortest
P*(B)
P (B)
P (A)
Sn'12
-j
no- 7 "1
11 2
2n
a fl'
Figure 3.4. Constructing New Shortest Path to Prove the Proposition
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PL*(B) and P(A) must have a flight arc in common downstream of n'a,
otherwise, they will form a better pair than the assumed optimum pair
P(A) and P(B). Let this common flight arc be (nb, n'b). Then the path,
common with P(A) from n 1 to nb and with P1 *(B) from nb to
n 2 * ( = n1 *) is a shortest path from n 1 to n 1 * that is not in conflict
with P(B). This shortest path and P(B) form an optimal pair.
3.6 A Comment on the Multiple-Aircraft-Single-Base Problem
In the two-aircraft-one-base problem, the proposition of 3.5.1 Justifies
limiting the search for solution pair amongst only path pairs consisting
of at least a shortest path. The solution pair is an optimal pair.
When there are n aircraft (n > 2), the solution generated by the
procedure devised in section 3.4.3 will not necessarily be an optimal
one, in so far as it has not been established that for a set of n aircraft (n
> 2), an optimum set of n routings can always include an optimum set of
n-1 routings for n-1 aircraft. This may be a topic for further research
but will not be further investigated here.
29
Chapter 4
Delivery Routings
4.1 Introduction
This chapter discusses the determination of delivery routings in a
schedule. There are many instances of such delivery routingq oroblem.
An inventory item available at one source may have to be shipped to a
maintenance base, or a human organ for tranplantation has to be rushed
to a recipient in another place. The objective here is to find the
shortest possible routing to deliver the item to the location where it is
needed subject to the minimum flight connection time and flight
availabill cyconstraints.
4.2 Comparison with the Maintenance Routings Problem
4.2.1 Shortest-Path Time and Predecessor Matrix
Solving the delivery routings problem is in some respects similar to
solving the maintenance routings problem. We need a shortest-path
time matrix and a shortest-path predecessor matrix. However, these
matrices are not the same ones used for the maintenance routings
problem. This is due to the fact that the network for the delivery
routings problem is not identical to the one set up for the maintenance
routings problem.
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In the maintenance routings problem, an arc represents a link on which
at least one aircraft is present, irrespective of whether the link is a
flight, ground or cycle arc. In the delivery routings problem, there is
always a choice for an item to be sent on a flight or to remain on the
ground and be put on a later flight, even though no ground arc may exist
in the schedule map created for the maintenance routings problem.
Thus, there is a new network associated with a schedule map that is to
be used for the delivery routings problem. In this new network, in
addition to all the arcs drawn in for the corresponding maintenance
routings problem, all pairs of adjacent nodes at the same location are
linked by ground or cycle arcs, if no such link already exists.
4.2.2 Application of the Floyd Algorithm
In section 2.3, the time matrix T 1 and the predecessor matrix L1
developed from adjacent matrix are the initial inputs to the Floyd
algorithm.
For the schedule shown in Figure 4.1, consider the problem of
shipping an item from node 3 to Station Y. The algorithm will generate
(3 1 2 5 6) as the shortest path between nodes 3 and 6. This is
satisfactory for the maintenance routings problem where all flights must
be flown. However, for the delivery routings problem, this is clearly not
so as the item is being unnecessarily shipped forth and back between
Station W and X. Even when arc (3 4) is taken into consideration by the
new adjacent matrix associated with the delivery routings network,
using T1 and L1 based on this new network for the Floyd algorithm will
still result in a shortest path of (3 1 2 5 6) instead of the desired path (3
4 5 6). This is due to the order in which the iterations have been
carried out. Node 4 is being considered as an intermediate point
Station W X Y Z
Figure 4.1. Shortest Path (3 1 2 5 6) Generated by the Floyd Algorithm
between nodes 3 and 5 at the fourth iteration. By this time, nodes 1
and 2 have been considered and the shortest path between 3 and 5 has
been established as (3 1 2 5). As the path (3 4 5) is not shorter than (3
1 2 5), it is not retained as the shortest path.
This undesired outcome for the delivery routings problem can be
avoided. The matrices T 1 and L1 have to be modified before applying
the Floyd algorithm. The modifications consists of determining the
shortest paths between all nodes at a station. So for the schedule shown
in Figure 4.1, instead of
32
t 3 5 1 , t4 3
1
, t 5 4 1 = oo
and 1351, 1431, 1541 = undefined
we will have
t351 = (t3 4 1 +t451)
t431 = (t4 5 1 + t 5 3 1 )
t541 = (t 5 3 1 +t 3 4 1)
and 1351 = 4
1431 = 5
1541 = 3
In this case, the shortest paths from nodes 3 to 5, 4 to 3, and 5 to 4 will
be (3 4 5), (4 5 3) and (5 3 4), respectively, and will not be altered
during the application of the Floyd algorithm.
4.2.3 Constraints
In the maintenance routings problem with more than one starting
node, the routings cannot have any flight arcs in common. In the
delivery routings problem, sharing a flight arc is possible, insofar as we
assume that when a flight is available, it will be available to all items.
On the other hand, there are constraints peculiar to the delivery
problem. Two will be introduced in section 4.4, the flight minimum
connection time between two flights and the flight unavailability.
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4.3 Delivery Routings Problem
4.3.1 Single-Source-Single-Destination Problem
When a node is designated as the source of the delivery requirement,
the node time is taken as the time the item is available. The delivery
routing can be easily established by consulting the shortest-path time
and predecessor matrices. As in the case of the maintenance routings,
the shortest-path time from node I to a destination is the minimum of all
the elements (i , J) of the shortest-path time matrix, for all nodes J
associated with the delivery destination station. The routing is
constructed by referring to the predecessor matrix. If this routing
violates any minimum connection time constraint or flight unavailability
constraint, alternative routings will have to be looked for.
4.3.2 Single-Source-Multiple-Destinations Problem
The assumption is made here that there is no limit to the quantity of
items available at the source nodes. The problem is then simply broken
down into many single-source-single-destination problems.
4.3.3 Multiple-Sources-Single-Destination Problem
The first step is to solve the single-source-single-destination problem
for each source. The routing with the earliest arrival time will be the
desired one.
4.3.4 Multiple-Sources-Multiple-Destinations Problem
This problem can again be broken down to a series of independent
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multiple-sources- single-destination problem.
4.4 Constraints
It will be noted from section 4.3 that the building block to solving the
delivery-routings problem is the single-source-single-destination
problem. An algorithm for this problem is suggested in section 4.5. In
the meantime, two types of constraints are introduced.
4.4.1 Flight Unavailability Constraints
A flight may be unavailable for the delivery of an item for a number of
reasons, e.g. fully booked cargo space or canceled flights. This kind of
exceptional circumstances will effectively modify the schedule map
network. Such constraints can be captured in the database and taken
into consideration before the search for any optimum delivery routings.
Station X Y
Figure 4.2. Delivery Routing from Source Node 1 to Station Y
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In the simple schedule map shown in Figure 4.2, the delivery routing
from source node I to Station Y is (1 3 4 6) in a constraint-free model.
When the flight arc (4 6) is made unavailable in the current schedule
period, the arrival at node 6 will be delayed by one schedule period.
Theoretically, the paths (1 3 4 3 4 6), (1 2 1 3 4 6) and (1 3 4 2 1 3 4 6)
are all feasible. However, any algorithm to be developed for searching
alternative routings should not produce the third path as a solution.
4.4.2 Minimum Connection Time Constraints
The node time has been assumed as the time at which the loading
process for a departing aircraft begins or the time at which the
unloading process for an arrival aircraft is completed. The connection
time in this report is defined as the difference between the arrival and
departure time. For two consecutive flight arcs, the connection time is
zero.
In the previous section, we have implicitly assumed a zero minimum
connection time for the delivery routings problem. (The effective
connection time is the sum of the normal loading time and normal
unloading time implicitly assumed in the definition of node time). A
zero minimum connection time may not always be realizable. Arriving
aircraft could be delayed. The item to be delivered may require
excessive handling as to miss the immediately available connecting
flight. A shortest path routing based on zero minimum connection time
may end up with the item missing a connection flight in the following
schedule period. This situation is depicted schematically in Figure 4.3.
The shortest path from source node 1 is (1 2 3). However, if the item
misses the connection flight at node 2, then it will be held up until the
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Source
1
_J2
6
Destination
Figure 4.3. Routings with Zero Connection Time (1 2 3)
and with Minimum Connection Time
next schedule period whereas the seemingly longer route, (1 4 5 6),
may allow ample time for transfer of the items between flight arcs
(1 4) and (5 6) between nodes 4 and 5.
All this suggests that at times a positive minimum connection time may
have to be specified, trading expediency with certainty of delivery.
When a positive minimum connection time is specified, then a flight
cannot be connected immediately to any other flight. In planning for a
delivery routing, the item will remain on the ground until a later flight
or an alternative routing from a node located upstream will have to be
considered.
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4.5 Search Procedure for a Delivery Routing
The steps described below is a proposed procedure to generate a
delivery routing from a starting node to a destination, given any
upstream path before the starting node and the current best path.
When the procedure is first entered into, the starting node is the source
node, the upstream node is nil and the current best path is also nil.
Step 1
Find the shortest path from the starting node to the destination.
Step 2
The path from the source node is the entire upstream path plus the
shortest path from the starting node. If this path from the source
node is not shorter than the current best path, exit the current
procedure. Otherwise, verify the feasibility of the path from the
source node against the constraints. If the path is feasible, it will
become the current best path. The current procedure is then
stopped. Otherwise, determine the branching node as follows :
(1) If the infeasibility is due to minimum connection time
violation, the branching node is the node at the end of the
first stretch of ground arcs which violate the constraint.
Continue with Step 3.
(2) If the infeasibility is due to flight unavailability constraint,
the branching node is the origin node of the unavailable
flight arc. Continue with Step 4.
Step 3
Ignore all the flight arcs from the branching node. The search will
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continue on the ground arc to the adjacent node at the same
station. Apply the procedure with this adjacent node as the starting
node. The procedure will update the current best path after
examining all the paths downstream of this adjacent node. Back
up to the node before the stretch of violating ground arcs. This
node will become the new brancoing node. Go to Step 4.
Step 4
The search will continue by exploring all arcs other than the
unavailable flight arc or the flight arc that leads io the stretch of
ground arcs violating the minimum connection time constraint.
Amongst these arcs to be explored, priority will be given to the
ground or cycle arc. This will avoid ending up with a delivery
routing in which an item will be shipped forth and back.
For each of the arcs to be explored, the procedure is applied with
the end node of the arc as the starting point.
Step 5
When all the arcs downstream of the branching node has been
explored, the search will continue by backing up along the path
upstream of the branching node. At each node reached during the
backing up, all downstream nodes to this node, other than the
one along the backing up track, will be explored with the
application of the procedure again with each of these downstream
nodes as the starting node.
Step 6
When the starting node of the current procedure has been backed
up to and alternative downstream nodes explored with the
application of the procedure, exit from the current procedure.
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4.6. Examples
4.6.1 Example 1
Consider the schedule map in Figure 4.4. Thec problem is to find a
routing from source node 1 to Station Y.
With no constraints, the shortest path is (1 3 4 5 7). Now assuming that
flight arc (5 7) is not available during the current schedule period. The
application of the delivery routing search procedure of section 4.5 is
described below :
0800
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3
4 6
7
Station X
Figure 4.4. Delivery Routing
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Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Upstream path : nil.
Best path : nil.
Shortest path from node 1 : (1 3 4 5 7).
Step 2
Arc (5 7) unavailable.
Path (1 3 4 5 7) infeasible.
Branching node : 5.
List of Branch-to nodes : (3).
Branch from node 5 to node 3.
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Upstream path : (1 3 4 5).
Best path : nil.
Shortest path from node 3 : (3 4 5 7).
Step 2
Path (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7) feasible.
Best path: (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7).
Exit Procedure.
Step 5
Path upstream of node 5 : (1 3 4).
Back up along (1 3 4) to node 4.
List of Branch-to nodes : (2).
Branch from node 4 to node 2.
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Upstream path: (1 3 4).
Best path : (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7).
Shortest path from node 2 : (2 1 3 4 5 7).
Step 2
Path (1 3 4 2 1 3 4
Exit Procedure.
5 7) not better than current best path.
Back up along (1 3 4) to node 3.
No node to branch to.
Back up along (1 3 4) to node 1.
List of Branch-to nodes : (2).
Branch from node 1 to node 2.
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Upstream path : (1).
Best path : (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7).
Shortest path from node 2 : (2 1 3 4 5 7).
Step 2
Path (1 2 1 3 4 5 7) not better than the current best path.
Exit Procedure.
Step 6
Exit Procedure.
Best path retained : (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7).
In this example, it will be
path, (1 21345 7), is not
noted that an equally good delivery
retained as the best solution. The
algorithm will favor overnighting an item in a location closer to the
destination due to the order of search. An alternative will be to have all
possible routings presented to the user for his decision instead of having
the algorithm generate Just one routing for the user.
4.6.2 Example 2
The schedule map shown in Figure 4.4 will again be referred to. The
constraint introduced here is a minimum connection time of 3 hours.
The details of the search of a delivery routing are given below :
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Upstream path : nil.
Best path : nil.
Shortest path from node 1 : (1 3 4 5 7).
Step 2
Minimum connection time constraint violated by (3 4 5).
Path '1 3 4 5 7) infeasible.
Branching node : 5.
Step 3
Ground or cycle arc from node 5 : (5 3).
Branch from node 5 to node 3.
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Upstream path : (1 3 4 5).
Best path : nil.
Shortest path from node 3 : (3 4 5 7).
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Step 2
Path (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7) feasible.
Best path : (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7).
Exit Procedure.
Step 4
Node before the violating stretch of ground arcs : 1
Back up along (1 3 4 5) to node 1.
List of Branch-to node : (2).
Branch from node 1 to node 2.
Enter Procedure.
Step 1
Upstream path : (1).
Best path: (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7).
Shortest path from node 2 : (2 1 3 4 5 7).
Step 2
Path (1 2 1 3 4 5 7) not better than current best path.
Exit Procedure.
Step 5
Exit Procedure.
Best path retained : (1 3 4 5 3 4 5 7).
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Chapter 5
The Interactive Schedule Map
Development Environment
The schedule map environment has been implemented on the Texas
Instruments Explorer Lisp Machine. The following is a description of the
use of the interactive system. The machine is logged into with the
instruction
(begin 'cwk 'hc)
5.1 Invoking the Interactive System
The program codes are written in a number of files grouped under the
Schedule-Map-System. The system is loaded by typing the following
instruction on the TI Explorer Lisp Machine listener
(make-system 'schedule-map-system)
No RETURN key is required after the right parenthesis. The Lisp
interpreter will recognize the end of the instruction when the right
parenthesis is supplied.
The interactive environment is invoked by typing
(schedule-map)
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5.2 Organisation of the Display Area
The terminal screen consists of three display areas: a graphical
schedule map display, a menu of main options, and a lisp listener panel.
The graphical display occupies about 75 % of the screen and is the
space in which the schedule map is developed. Nodes and arcs will be
created in this display area with the help of a three-button mouse.
The Lisp listener panel at the bottom left of the screen permits the user
to enter certain inputs when required, but serves mainly as an area
where additional output or instructions are displayed.
The menu panel at the bottom right corner of the screen displays the
main options offered to the user. The mouse is used to choose an option
in the menu. The option name that is currently positioned under the
mouse is enclosed by a rectangle. When an option name is thus
designated, pressing a left mouse button will select that particular
option chosen and the necessary action will be carried out. The function
of each option will be described in the relevant sections below.
5.3 Creating New Schedule Map
When the interactive environment is invoked, a message appears on the
listener panel suggesting two options the user may choose from the
menu panel (Figure 5.1). The first option is CREATE NEW MAP GRID.
This option allows the user to create a grid pattern to help in the
positioning of nodes. The second option is RETRIEVE SCHEDULE,
which permits the user to edit or work on a schedule map previously
created and filed.
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We shall select the first option in the meantime. To define a grid, two
inputs are required, the earliest time and the latest time. The user may
input these times corresponding to the schedule he has in
mind (Figure 5.2). The inputs will be rounded off to even hours. For
example, an earliest time of 0530 hours will be rounded off to 0400
hours and a latest time of 2100 hours to 2200 hours. This prototype
system presently assumes a schedule period of one day, the earliest time
being not later thahi 0000 hours and the latest time not earlier than
2400 hours.
The RETURN key is pressed after each input. After the latest time has
been keyed in, a grid pattern will eventually appear in the map display
area (Figure 5.3). Horizontal lines give the time reference at two-hour
intervals. Vertical lines represent stations. The program is preset to
display 10 stations when a new map grid is created. The stations are
numbered from left to right.
There is a special strip of screen display area below the listener panel. It
displays suggestions for possible mouse button operations whenever the
mouse is positioned within the map display area (Figure 5.3). We will be
able to identify four possible operations :
1. Pressing the left mouse button once :
This is to select a node, an arc or a station.
2. Pressing the left mouse button twice :
This is to create a node.
3. Pressing the middle mouse button once :
This is to create a straight arc between two nodes.
4. Pressing the middle mouse button twice :
This is used to create a curved arc between two nodes.
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5.4 Editing a Station
At the head of each vertical line representing a station, there is a
rectangular box that may be used to display the station's code. To do so,
first select the rectangle by positioning the mouse cursor just next to a
rectangle (Figure 5.4) and pressing the left mouse button once. A
pop-up window of sub-options will apppear (Figure 5.5). Upon selecting
the "Edit Station" sub-option, another window will pop-up indicating the
two attributes of the station, name and code, with the value NIL,
meaning that information has not been supplied yet, or other values, if
the station has been edited. To enter a value for an item, position the
mouse over its current value and press the left button. The current value
will disappear. The new value can be entered via the keyboard and
followed by pressing the RETURN key. Figure 5.6 shows what it will
appear when the station name of Boston and the station code of BOS
have been entered. To proceed after editing, one may use the mouse to
click at the small EXIT box on the pop-up window or may simply press
the END key on the keyboard. Any new station code will be inserted in
the rectangular box (Figure 5.7).
5.5 Creating a Node
The map grid guides the creation of a schedule. To create a node at a
station, it is sufficient to position the mouse cursor close to the vertical
line of the station and press the left mouse button twice. A node will be
aligned automatically onto the vertical line (Figure 5.8). Attempting to
create a node more than 10 pixels away from a vertical line will invite no
response.
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5.6 Editing a Node
The vertical position of a node will be translated into a node time. If
necessary, the node may be repositioned. This is done by editing the
node's attribute. We shall select the node by placing the mouse cursor at
the periphery of the node and pressing the left button once. A window
will pop up offering six sub-options (Figure 5.9). Choosing the "Edit
Node" sub-option will bring up another pop-up window showing the
only attribute of a node, the mode time and its value (Figure 5.10). This
value can be edited as in the case of editing the station. If a node is to be
erased, the "Erase Node" sub-option should be chosen instead of the
"Edit Node" sub-option.
5.7 Creating an Arc
As shown in Figure 5.11, three more nodes have been created. To
create an arc between nodes 1 and 2, we will first specifiy the origin and
the end of the arc. All we need to do is to select the appropriate option
at each node. At node 1, in the pop-up window after the node has been
selected, move the cursor over to "Select as the origin of an arc" and
press the left mouse button once. Likewise, choose "Select as the end of
an arc" for node 2. It will be noticed that after each selection of an
origin or end of an arc, the node is highlighted with a pointing finger
(Figure 5.12).
When a pair of origin node and end node have been selected, the user
has then the option of creating the arc. Pressing the middle mouse
button once will create a straight arc (Figure 5.13), provided the end
node is not located earlier than an origin node, in which case a "Wrong
direction" message will appear at the listener panel.
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If it appears to the user that the arc being created will coincide with
and disrupt some other part of the display, he may choose to have a
curved arc instead of a straight one. This is done by pressing the middle
mouse button twice, instead of once, at the arc creation stage. The
documentation line at the bottom of the screen will instruct the user to
choose the mid-point of the curved arc with the mouse cursor (Figure
5.14) and to press the left button once when the mid-point has been
selected. Figure 5.15 shows a curved arc.
At most one origin node and one end node can be designated at any
time. A new designation of an origin node or an end node will override
any previous designation.
If the user wishes to abandon the creation of an arc at any time after
having selected either or both the origin and end nodes, the pointing
finger can be erased by selecting the "Unhighlight All" option on the
menu panel.
The designation of origin or end node can be made immediately after a
node is created, since the order of designating an origin node and an
end node is not material. This practice may reduce cursor movements
when creating a map.
5.8 Editing an Arc
The attributes associated with a flight arc are the flight number, the list
of days unavailable, the departure and arrival times, together with the
time window associated with these times. The time window refers to
the earliest and latest time at which departure and arrival can be
scheduled as a result of, for example, market consideration. The
attributes can be viewed and edited. The will first position the cursor
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over the arc and press the left mouse button once. From the pop-up
window, the user again presses the left mouse button once after moving
the cursor over to the "Edit Arc" option. Figure 5.16 shows the
attributes associated with an arc.
If either the departure or arrival time has been edited, the arc will be
adjusted. When an arc is first created, the time window is preset so that
the departure and arrival times are at the middle of the window. Any
editing that results in these times lying outside their respective window
will prompt messages to appear at the listener window for the user to
take note. To erase an arc, the "Erase arc" sub-option is to be chosen
after selecting an arc.
5.9 Completing the Schedule Map
A schedule map consists of ground arcs and cycle arc other than flight
arcs. However, it is unnecessary for the user to carry out the tasks of
creating all these other arcs, for the "Add Ground and Cycle Arcs"
sub-option (Figure 5.17) of the "Add/Remove Ground and Cycle Arcs"
menu option will precisely perform this function. When this option is
selected, the numbers of arrivals and departures at each station will be
checked for equality. If the user has forgotten to ensure such equality, a
message will appear at the listener panel informing the user of the
discrepancy. When the equality is checked, ground arcs and cycle arcs,
if any, will be drawn (Figure 5.18).
When the schedule map is to be edited, it is recommended to first
remove the ground and cycle arcs. If the modification is not too
extensive, the user may remove the ground and cycle arcs for the
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relevant stations only. This is done by selecting the stations concerned
individually and then selecting the sub-option to remove the ground and
cycle arcs from the pop-up window. When the modification has been
made, the ground and cycle arcs can again be filled in by selecting the
required option from the menu panel or from the station pop-up
window.
5.10 Creating Stations
The system is preset to display 10 stations when the program is turned
on. Additional stations can be added by selecting the "Create Stations"
option from the menu panel. When this option is selected, the listener
panel will inform the user to select the location of the new stations
(Figure 5.19). The user may then position the mouse cursor to the right
or left edge of the display or between any pair of stations. A pop-up
window will appear to allow the user to indicate the number of stations
to be created (Figure 5.20). This window will also indicate the maximum
number of stations that can be created. Currently, the display is sized to
accommodate 20 stations. In Figure 5.21, two more stations have been
inserted between Stations BOS and ORD.
5.11 Saving Schedule Map
A schedule map, whether complete or not, can be saved in a file by
choosing the "Save/Clear/Retrieve Schedule Map" option on the menu
panel. This will bring up a window of three sub-options (Figure 5.22).
When the "Save this Schedule Map" sub-option is selected, a pop-up
window will appear for the user to type in a file name for the schedule
(Figure 5.23). The file name inputting is completed with the pressing of
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the RETURN key. When this is done, the user can either click the EXIT
box in the pop-up window or press the END Key on the keyboard. When
the file has been saved, the user will be notified via the listener panel.
5.12 Retrieving Schedule Map
The "Retrieve a Schedule Map" sub-option of the "Save/Clear/Retrieve
Schedule Map" menu option allows the user to input via a pop-up
window the file name of the schedule map to be retrieved. After exiting
the window, the file will be loaded into the system and the map will
eventually appear at the display area.
5.13 Clearing the Currrent Display
The "Clear this Schedule Map" sub-option of the "Save/Clear/Retrieve
Schedule Map" option will erase the current map display and produce a
fresh display area while retaining the grid previously used. If a new grid
is intended, the "Create New Map Grid" option should be used instead.
5.14 Finding Fleet Size
When a schedule map is completed, it is possible to determine the
number of aircraft required to ensure the services. Selecting the option
"Find number of aircraft" on the menu panel will display the number of
overnighting aircraft required at the stations (Figure 5.24). The
minimum fleet size is the total number of overnighting aircraft. If the
numbers of departures and arrivals at any one station are not equal, a
message will appear at the listener panel to point out the discrepancy.
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5.15 REDUCTA Algorithm
REDUCTA is a fleet size reduction algorithm developed at the Flight
Transportation Laboratory of MIT. It is a heuristic method seeking to
reduce the number of overnighting aircraft, thereby reducing the
minimum fleet size, by trying to adjust the departure and arrival times of
the flight arcs within the limits set by their respective time windows.
Reference [2] gives a detailed account of the algorithm.
When the "REDUCTA algorithm" option is selected, all the ground and
cycle arcs will be removed to facilitate eventual shifting of the arcs.
When the algorithm is completed, all ground and cycle arcs will be
added automatically. Figure 5.25 shows the result of applying the
REDUCTA algorithm to the schedule map shown in Figure 5.24. In this
example, the arrival and departure times have been allowed to be shifted
upward or downward by 2 hours. The total number of aircraft required
to service the schedule is reduced by one by shifting flight arcs (15,7)
and (11,17) two hours earlier to arcs (25,6) and (9,21), respectively.
5.16 Maintenance Routings
THe procedure for determining maintenance routings developed in
Chapter 3 has been incorporated into the interactive environment.
The user will first select the starting nodes and the bases. Starting
nodes are indicated by first selecting the nodes and then choosing the
"Find maintenance routing" option in the ensuing pop-up window.
Bases are indicated by first selecting the stations and then choosing the
"Select as a maintenance station" option in the ensuing pop-up window.
After every selection of starting node or maintenance station, the set of
starting nodes or maintenance stations will be displayed on the listener
panel (Figures 5.26).
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Any number of starting nodes and bases may be selected. Selected
nodes and bases are highlighted by pointing finger. To abandon the
routings problem, the user may choose the "Unhighlight All" option.
Otherwise, when all the starting nodes and bases have been selected, the
user may choose the "Maintenance Routings" option in the menu panel.
The routings will be displayed in two ways. In the listener panel, the
routing will be described as a list of nodes. On the map display, the
nodes and arcs of the routing will be highlighted sequentially, giving a
vivid sense of movement. Nodes are highlighted by a larger circle while
arcs are highlighted by an arrowhead. Figures 2.7 and 2.8 show how two
aircraft located at Stations AAA and CCC at 1000 hours are routed to
Station DDD for maintenance.
The routings are displayed one after another. After viewing one routing,
the user may continue by clicking the mouse with the cursor positioned
in the map display area or in the menu panel. The current highlighted
route will disappear and the next routing highlighted. When all the
individual routings have been displayed, the routings will be re-displayed
together in the listener panel (Figure 5.29).
5.17 Delivery Routings
A method to determine an optimum set of delivery routings, given a
set of sources and a set of destinations, has been described in Chapter 4.
As in the case of the maintenance routings problem, a set of starting
nodes and a set of destinations have first to be identified.
A starting node is designated by selecting the node and choosing the
"Select as a delivery source" option. A destination station is designated
by selecting the station and choosing the "Select as a delivery
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destination" sub-option. The list of starting nodes or destinations chosen
will appear on the listener panel. The example in Figure 5.30 has
selected node 6 as the starting node for delivery to Stations CCC and
DDD.
Once the nodes and stations have been selected, the solution of the
delivery problem is carried out by mousing the "Find Delivery Routings"
option in the menu panel.
A pop-up window will appear requesting the user to specify a minimum
connection time, the default value of which is zero (Figure 5.30). When
this window is exited, routings will be highlighted on the map
individually, accompanied by a message on the listener panel listing the
nodes on the routing. All the routings will be displayed together again at
the end. (Figures 5.31, 5.32 and 5.33).
For flights that are unavailable for a delivery problem, the corresponding
arcs should be edited accordingly before using the "Find Delivery
Routings" option. The attribute involved is the "List of Days Unavailable".
The current day is day 1. If a flight is not available for the next schedule
period, the attribute should be edited by inputting the value (2). If the
flight is not available for the current day, and the fifth and sixth day, the
attribute value should be changed to (1 5 6).
5.18 Quitting the Interactive Environment
This is done by choosing the "Quit" option on the menu panel.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this report, a prototype interactive environment for the display of
schedule maps has been devised. The intention has been to construct a
schedule map as a network, a concept that has been introduced to the
author in Course 16.74, "Air Transportation Economics", conducted at
MIT by Professor Robert W. Simpson.
Alternative representations of a network have been proposed [1,4,5,7].
In one representation, the flight arcs are not physically displayed. Only
the departure information (flight origin or destination and flight
number) are tagged to the vertical line associated with the station at the
appropriate vertical position defined by the departure or arrival time.
While this type of display will be spared the criss-crossing of lines, it
does require user to correlate a departure event at one location with an
arrival event at the destination to visualize a flight arc.
The map display in network form has the advantage of showing clearly
the relative locations and times of the departure and the arrival of a
flight. However, the display may be cluttered up when there are too
many flights arc. It would not represent a real drawback if bigger screen
terminal could be developed.
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Being a prototype system, many aspects of the system can be enhanced.
The following is a list of suggestions :
(1) Node Structure
The data structure can be further simplified, though at the cost
of increased computation. For example, in the node structure,
the data below can actually be eliminated since they can be
derived from the data on the arcs and other nodes :
from-list
arr-from-list
to-list
dep-to-list
delivery-to-list
(2) Node Numbering
The node numbers may not need to be displayed in the map. In
this case, there must be alternative ways to describe a path.
With node numbers shown, the most convenient way is to
describe a path as a list of node numbers. Without these
numbers, a path may have to be described as a list of flight
numbers associated with the flight arcs in the maintenenace
routing. This description is, however, not sufficient for a
delivery routing in which an item has to await the same flight in
the following schedule period. To simply describe the path as a
list of flight number will not reflect this overnighting situation.
One alternative is to describe the path as a list of pairs of day
and flight number, e.g.
( (1 FLT-102) (1 FLT-203) (3 FLT-304) (3 FLT-405) )
This description can be used for both maintenance routings and
delivery routings.
(3) Arc Structure
Other attributes, e.g. cost of, or expected revenue from, a
flight, can be added to support new algorithms.
(4) Appel [1] has developed an interesting data structure for his
interactive environment. Simil.ar data concept may be feasible
for the network representation developed here.
(5) Display of Specific Map Area
The present display has been sized to show a maximum of 20
stations. This limitation can be removed if the map area can be
made to scroll to the left or right. Panning and zooming features
may also be included. In all these operations, it would be
necessary to modify the displays of the station codes and the
time references to correspond to the portion of the map being
displayed.
The map display developed in this report initially aims to serve as a
support to the maintenance and delivery routings problems. Arrows on
the arcs and highlighted nodes heighten the sense of movement
associated with a path. Further refinement is certainly possible and the
author hopes that his attempt at representing a schedule map
graphically as a network will invite further experimentations with the
prototype system.
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Appendix
Program Source Code
The program source code for the interactive environment is contained
in the nine files created on the TI Explorer Lisp Machine. A listing of
these source files is attached to this Appendix. When any structure
defined in the first file has been modified, the remaining files will have
to be compiled in the following sequence to ensure consistency.
The files are briefly described below :
(1) File "HC.CWK;STRUCT.LISP" (Pages 96 to 98)
This file contains the data structures for the nodes, arcs,
stations and the schedule map network.
(2) File "HC.CWK;BASDEF.LISP" (Pages 99 to 112)
This file contains basic definitions that can be called by all other
definitions in this and the following files.
(3) File "HC.CWK;DEFS.LISP" (Pages 113 to 129)
This file contains a set of higher level definitions.
(4) File "HC.CWK;REDUCTA.LISP" (Pages 130 to135)
This file contains definitions involved in the REDUCTA
algorithms.
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(5) File "HC.CWK;FLOYD.LISP" (Pages 136 to 139)
This file contains definitions for the computations of the
shortest-paths time matrices and the precedessor matrices for
the maintenance routings and delivery routings problems.
(6) File "HC.CWK;INDICATE.LISP" (Pages 140 to 143)
This file contains definitions for the highlighting of the nodes
and arcs of a routing.
(7) File "HC.CWK;MR.LISP" (Pages 144 to 149)
This file contains code for the solution of the maintenance
routings problem.
(8) File "HC.CWK;DELIVERY.LISP" (Pages 150 to 154)
This file contains code for the solution of the delivery routings
problem.
(9) File "HC.CWK;MAIN.LISP" (Pages 155 to 162)
This file contains code for the definition of the screen display
area and the controlling the flow of the program.
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;; File "hc:cwk;struct.lispI>"
;;; BASIC STRUCTURES
;; - DEFSTRUCT -
(DEFSTRUCT node
(location nil)
(time 6)
(to-list nil)
(from-list nil)
(dep-to-list nil)
(delivery-to-list nil)
(arr-from-)it nil)
(ac-left 8))
(DEFSTRUCT arc
(flight-no nil)
(unavail-day-list nil)
(type nil)
(length 0)
(dep-mi n-t ime 0)
(dep-max-time 0)
(arr-min-tlime )
(arr-max-time 0)
(midx nil)
(midy nil))
(DEFSTRUCT station
(name nil)
(code nil)
(node-list nil)
(grd-arc-list nil)
(ovni t-ac 0)
(zero-dep-list nil)
(x 0)
(y 0))
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(DEFSTRUCT map
(start-time 6)
(end-time 6)
(no-of-nodes 6)
(node-list nil)
(no-of-stations le)
(node-info-set (make-array *max-no-of-nodes*))
(arc-info-set (make-array (I~st *max-no-of-nodes* *max-no-of-nodes*)))
(station-info-set (make-array *max-no-of-stutionse)))
(DEFSTRUCT graph c-map
"Map-graphic-objects-pair-l st"
(no-list nil) ;node-object-list
(on-list nil) ;object-node-lIst
(ao--ist nil) ;arc-object-list
(oo-list nil) ;object-arc-list
(so-list nil) ;station-object-list
(oe-lIst nil)) ;object-station-list
------- DEFFLAVOR
(DEFFLAVOR terminal-frame ()
(tv:bordered-constraint-f rame-wi th-shared-Io-buffer))
(DEFFLAVOR map-graphice-window ()
(gwin:graph cs-window))
;: ; -;DEFMETHOD ---
(DEFMETHOD (terminal-frame :after :Init) (ignore)
(send (send self :get-pane 'listener) :set-io-buffer (tv:make-default-lo-buffer)))
(DEFMETHOD (map-graphics-window :mouse-moves) (x y)
(tv:mouse-set-bl inker-cursorpos)
(setq .some-global (send world :pick x y)))
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(DEFMETHOD (map-graphice-window :who-I Ine-documentat Ion-string) ()
(case *mouse-cur-statoee
('main
(format nil "L: "-A. L2: wA, M: -A. M2: -A"
"Select" "Create node" "Create straolght arc" "Create curved arc"))
('create-curved-orc
(format nil "L: Select curved arc center point"))
('create-stat ion
(format nil "L: Select location with mouse, M: Abort"))
('wait
(format nil "Please wait..."))))
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;;; File "hc:cwk;boadef.llsp#>"
;;; BASIC DEFINITIONS
(DEFUN arc-exists (nodel node2)
(get-arc-info nodel node2))
(DEFUN arr-dep (node)
(- (no-of-orr node) (no-of-dep node)))
(DEFUN arrowhead (xl yl x2 y2 arrow-x arrow-y)
(let* ((alope (/ (- y2 yl) (- x2 xl)))
(slope-angle (atan slope))
(dir (signum (- xl 2)))
(b (+ slope-angle *arrowhead-half-angle*))
(c (- slope-angle sarrowhead-half-angle*))
(xb (+ arrow-x (o dir *arrowhead-length* (cos b))))
(yb (+ arrow-y (s dir oarrowhead-lengthe (sin b))))
(xc (+ arrow-x (s dir ,arrowhead-length* (coo c))))
(yc (+ arrow-y (s dir ,arrowhead-length* (sin c)))))
(values xb yb xc yc)))
;; - C -
(DEFUN check-arr-dep-equal-ops (station-number)
(let ((dep 0)
(arr 0)
(node-list (get-station-node-list station-number)))
(dolist (node node-list)
(setq dep (+ dep (no-of-dep node)))
(setq arr (+ arr (no-of-arr node))))
(if (- dep arr) t nil)))
(DEFUN check-cycle-arc-to (node-number)
(dolist (from-node (get-node-from-list node-number))
(if (equal (get-arc-type from-node node-number) 'cycle) (return t))))
(DEFUN clean-up ()
(clear)
(delete-sprites (send window :cursor-list)))
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(DEFUN clear ()
(send world :dselte-entity (send world :disploy-llast))
(refresh)
(clear-l istener))
(DEFUN clear-ilitener ()
(send listener :cleor-window))
(DEFUN convert-dec-time-hr--min (dec-time)
(let ((hr 0) (min 0))
(multiple-value-setq (hr min) (floor dec-time))
(if (- 60 (fixr (* min 60)))
(progn (setq hr (1+ hr))
(setq min 0)))
(fixr (+ (s hr 100) (* min 6e)))))
(DEFUN convert-dec-time-y (dec-t ime)
(let ((time-diff (if (>- dec-time dec-time-grid-top)
(- dec-time dec-time-grid-top)
(+ schedule-period (- dec-time dec-time-grid-top)))))
(fixr (+ (s time-diff sy-time-ratlo*) grid-edge-top))))
(DEFUN convert-hr-minn-dec-time (hr--min)
(let ((hr e) (dec-msin ))
(multiple-value-setq (hr dec-mIn) (ffloor (/ hr---in lee)))
(+ hr (/ (* dec--min 100) 60))))
(DEFUN convert-hr--min-y (hr-min)
(let ((dec-time (convert-hr-min-dec-time hr-in)))
(convert-dec-time-y dec-time)))
(DEFUN convert-y-dec-time (y)
(let ((time (+ (e (- y grid-edge-top) *time-y-ratio*) dec-time-grid-top)))
(if (> time schedule-period)
(- time schedule-period)
time)))
(DEFUN convert-y-hr-min (y)
(let ((dec-time (convert-y-dec-time y)))
(convert-dec-time-hr-min dec-time)))
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(DEFUN delete-station-code-object (station-number)
(let ((current-code-object (get-station-code-object station-number)))
(cond (current-code-object
(send world :delete-entity (list current-code-object))
(refresh-object-area current-code-object)))))
(DEFUN delete-sprites (sprite-list)
(cond ((null sprite-list) nil)
(t (send window :delete-cursor (car sprite-list))
(delete-sprites (cdr sprite-list))
(DEFUN draw-dot (x y)
(send world :inaert-circle x y 1 e.1))
(DEFUN draw-horiz-dotted-line (xl x2 y)
(let ((line nil)
(no-of-dots (1+ (fixr (/ (- x2 xl) *dot-horlz-spacing*)))))
(dotimes (i no-of-dots line)
(setq :ine (cons (draw-dot (+ xl (* I *dot-horiz-spocingo)) y) line)))))
(DEFUN draw-vert-dotted-line (x yl y2)
(let ((line nil)
(no-of-dots (1+ (fixr (/ (- y2 yl) *dot-vert-spocing*)))))
(dotimes (i no-of-dots line)
(setq line (cons (draw-dot x (+ yl (* i edot-vert-spacings))) line)))))
- G
(DEFUN get-arc-info (nodel node2 &optional create)
(or (uref (map-arc-info-set *map*) nodel node2)
(if create
(progn (aset (make-orc) (maop-orc-info-set ,map,) nodel node2)
(aref (maop-arc-info-set amop*) nodel node2)))))
(DEFUN get-arc-length (nodel node2)
(if (arc-exists nodel node2)
(arc-length (get-arc-info nodel node2))))
(DEFUN get-orc-m-idpoint ()
"Prompts for curved arc mid-point."
(setq *mouse-cur-state. 'create-curved-arc)
(multiple-volue-setq (temp-object x y button) (pick))
(setq *mouse-cur-statee 'main)
(if (char-equal button #\mouse-l-1)
(values x y)
(values nil nil)))
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(DEFUN get-arc-m-dxy (nodel node2)
(if (arc-exists nodel node2)
(let ((temp-arc-info (get-arc-info nodel node2)))
(values (arc-mldx temp-orc-info)
(arc-midy temp-arc-info)))))
(DEFUN get-arc-object (arc-label)
(cadr (aseoc arc-label (graphic-mop-ao-lIst *graphic-maps) :test #'equal)))
(DEFUN get-nrc-object-lobel (object)
(let ((oo-lIst (grophic-maop-oo-Ilst *grophic-map,)))
(or (cadr (assoc (aosoc object (mapcor 'car oc-list))
oo-list :test 'equal))
(cadr (assoc (reverse (assoc object (mopcar 'reverse (mopcar 'car oa-list))))
oo-list :test #'equal)))))
(DEFUN get-arc-type (nodel node2)
(arc-type (get-arc-info nodel node2)))
(DEFUN get-center (circle-object)
(tet ((xl 0) (yl 0) (x2 0) (y2 0))
(multiple-value-setq (xl yl x2 y2) (send circle-object :extents))
(values (/ (+ xl x2) 2)
(/ (+ yl y2) 2))))
(DEFUN get-nearest-circle-point (from-x from-y to-centx to-centy)
(let* ((dx (- to-centx from-x))
(dy (- to-centy from--y))
(distance (sqrt (+ (s dx dx) (e dy dy)))))
(values (- to-centx ( ((. dx 'node-radlus.) distance))
(- to-centy (/ (s dy *node-radius*) distance)))))
(DEFUN get-next-node-number ()
(setf (map-no-of-nodes *mape) (1+ (map-no-of-nodes *maps))))
(DEFUN get-next-station-number ()
(setf (mop-no-of-stations *map*) (1+ (map-no-of-stations *map*))))
(DEFUN get-node-arr-fronm-list (node)
(node-orr-from--list (get-node-info node)))
(DEFUN get-node-info (node-number &optional create)
(or (aref (map-node-info-set emop*) node-number)
(if create
(progn (aset (make-node) (map-rode-info-set *mopa) node-number)
(aref (map-node-Info-set *maop) node-number)))))
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(DEFUN get-node-delivery-to-list (node)
(node-delivery-to-list (get-node-info node)))
(DEFUN get-node-dep-to-list (node)
(node-dep-to-list (get-node-Info node)))
(DEFUN get-node-from-list (node)
(node-from-list (get-node-info node)))
(DEFUN get-node-location (node)
(node-location (get-node-info node)))
(DEFUN get-node-object (node-number)
(car (get-node-object-and-number-text node-number)))
(DEFUN get-node-object-and-lnumber-text (node-number)
(codr (assoc node-number (graphic-map-no-list *graphic--mop,))))
(DEFUN get-node-object-number (object)
(cadr (assoc object (grophic-map-on-list *grophic-mop))))
(DEFIJN get-node-time (node)
(node-time (get-node-info node)))
(DEFUN get-node-to-list (node)
(node-to-list (get-node-info node)))
(DEFUN get-node-x (node)
(get-station-x (get-node-location node)))
(DEFUN get-node-y (node)
(convert-dec-time-y (get-node-time node)))
(DEFUN get-retrleve-flie (error)
(if error
(tv:choose-varable-values '(""
(*save-file-nome, "File Name" :pothnome)
It ,l)
:label "ERROR - Map does not exist. Try another."
:width 50)
(tv:choose-varoable-values '(""
(*save-file-nome* "File Name" :pathnome)
:label "Retrieve a map"
:width 50)
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(DEFUN get-stotion-code-object (station-number)
(cadadr (assoc station-number (graphic-mop-so-list *graphic--ap*))))
(DEFUN get-station-info (station--number &optional create)
(or (aref (map-station-info--set *mope) station-number)
(if create
(progn (aset (make-sration) (map-station-info-set *map*) station-number)
(aref (mop-station-info-set *mop*) station--number)))))
(DEFUN get-station-node-list (station-number)
(station-node-list (get-station-info station-number)))
(DEFUN get-station-object (station-number)
(caadr (assoc station-number (graphic-map-so-list *graphic--map*))))
(DEFUN get-station-object-number (object)
(cadr (assoc object (graphic-map-os-list *graphic-mape))))
(DEFUN get-station-x (station-number)
(otation-x (get-station-info station--number)))
(DEFUN get-station-y (station-number)
(station-y (get-station-info station-number)))
(DEFUN highlight-arc (3rc-label)
(let* ((arc-info (get--rc-info (first arc-label) (second arc-label)))
(arc-type (arc-type arc-into)))
(if (null (arc--~idx arc-info))
(if (or (equal arc-type 'ground) (equal arc-type 'flight))
(send (car (get-arc-object are-label)) :hlghllght window)
(progn (setq *selected-orc-ls-cycle-arc, t)
(let ((x (get-node-x (first arc-label)))
(y (- grid-edge-top le)))
(setq mid-point-dot (draw-dot x y))
(send mid-point-dot :highlight window))))
(setq *selected-orc-il-curvoed t)
(let ((x (arc-midx arc-info))
(y (arc-ridy arc-info)))
(setq mid-point-dot (draw-dot x y))
(send mid-point-dot :highlight window)))))
(DEFUN highlight-node (node-number)
(send (get-node-object node-number) :highlight window))
(DEFUN highlight-station (station-number)
(send (get-station--object station-number) :highlight window))
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;;; -- I --
(DEFUN insert-station-code (station-number code)
(delete-station-code-object station-numaber)
(cond (code (let* ((x (get-station--x station-number))
(y (get-station--y station-number))
(station-code-object (insert-station-code-at-x-y x y code)))
(update-station-code-object station-number station-code-object)
(refresh-object-orea station-code-object)))
(t (update-station-code-object station-number code))))
(DEFUN insert-stotion-code-ot-x-y (x y code)
(send world :Insert-text (+ x sstation-lobel-offset-xo)
(+ y *station-label-offeet-y*)
(format nil "~s" code)))
N-
(DEFUN nearest-station-x (x)
(dotimes (i no-of-vert-grid-lines)
(let ((xl (aref vert-grid-line-x (1+ i))))
(if (< (abs (- x xl)) 10)
(return xl))
(DEFUN next-node (node-number)
(let* ((station-number (get-node-location node-number))
(node-list (get-station-node-list station-number))
(pos (find-position-in-list rode-number node-list))
(n (- (length node-list) poe 1)))
(car (nleft n node-list))))
(DEFUN no-of-arr (node)
(length (get-node-arr-fro--list node)))
(DEFUN no-of-dep (node)
(length (get-node-dep-to-list node)))
(DEFUN node-exists (node-number)
(get-node-info node-number))
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(DEFUN node-exists--oaready (y station-number)
(dollst (node (get-station-node-lilt station-number))
(let ((node-y (get-node-y node)))
(if (- y node-y)
(return node)))))
(DEFUN node-object-p (circle-object)
(if (assoc circle-object (grophic-mop-on-llist graphic-t·sp*) :test I'equal) t nil))
(DEFUN object-type (object)
(cond ((typep object 'gwin:circle) (if (node-object-p object) 'node nil))
((typep object 'gwin:spline) 'arc)
((typep object 'gwin:line) 'arc)
((typep object 'gwin:rectongle) 'rectangle)
(DEFUN pick ()
(let ((blip (send window :any-tyi)))
(when (Ilstp blip)
(case (first blip)
(:menu
(progn (setq quit-check (send (fourth blip) :execute (second blip)))
(cond ((equal quit-check 'yes)
(values nil nil nil nil 'yes)))))
(:mouse-button
(values (send world :pick (fourth blip) (fifth blip))
(fourth blip)
(fifth blip)
(second blip)
nil))
(DEFUN previous-node (node-number)
(let* ((station-nunber (get-node-location node-number))
(node-list (get-station-nod--list station-number))
(pos (find-position-in-lilst node-number node-list))
(n (1+ (- (length node-list) pos))))
(car (nieft n node-list))))
(DEFUN refrean ()
(send window :refresh))
(DEFUN refresh-object-area (object)
(let ((left 0) (top 0) (right 0) (bottom 0))
(multiple-volue-setq (left top right bottom) (send object :extents))
(send window :refresh-area (- left 1)
(- top 1)
(+ right 1)
(+ bottom 1))))
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(DEFUN select-arc-end (node-number)
(clear-listener)
(if *selected-orc-end* (unhighlight-node *selected-arc-end.))
(setq .selected-arc-end. node-number)
(format t "-%Node -M selected as the end of an arc." node-number)
(highlight-node node-number))
(DEFUN select-orc-origin (node-number)
(clear-listener)
(if *selected-arc-origin, (unhighlight-node *selected-arc-origin.))
(setq *selected-orc-origin. node-number)
(format t "-,Node ss selected as the origin of an arc." node-number)
(highlight-node node-number))
(DEFUN select-delivery-source (node-number)
(clear-listener)
(push node-number *delivery-source-list*)
(highlight-node node-number)
(format t "%DMelivery source node list : -s." *delivery-source-liste)
(setq eselected-nodes nil))
(DEFUN select-delivery-destination (station-number)
(clear-listener)
(push station-number *delivery-destination-liste)
(highlight-station station-number)
(format t "•MDeilvery destination station list : ~a." *delivery-de3tination-Ilst.)
(setq *selected-station. nil))
(DEFUN ?elect-maint-station (station-number)
(clear-listener)
(push station-number *mr-station-list.)
(highlight-station station-number)
(format t ",Mhaintenance station list : -s." *mr-staticn-list*)
(setq *selected-station. nil))
(DEFUN select-start-node (node-number)
(clear-listener)
(push node-number .mr-stort-node-last.)
(highlight-node node-number)
(format t "~gMaintenance routings start node iVst : ~s." *mr-start-node-list.)
(setq *selected-node* nil))
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(DEFUN set-horiz-Ilne-spacing (no-of-horiz-llnes)
(s (fix (/ 450 (* edot-vert-spocing* (1- no-of-hor!z-lines)))) *dot-vert-spocing.))
(DEFUN set-grid-edge-left (no-of-station station-spccing)
(/ (- 100e (o station-spacing (1- no-of-station))) 2))
(DEFUN set-station-spacing (no-of-stations)
(* (fix (/ 800 (o °dot-horiz-spacings (1- no-of-stations)))) ,dot-horiz-spacing°))
(DEFUN set-station-x ()
(leto ((n (map-no-of-stations *moap))
(station-spacing (set-station-spocing n))
(left-edge (set-grid-edge-left n station-spacing)))
(dotimes (I n)
(let ((station-lnfo (get-station-info (1+ i))))
(setf (station-x station-info) (+ left-edge (. I station-spacing)))
(DEFUN shift-midx ()
(dolist (from-node (map-node-list *map*))
(let* ((to-list (get-node-to-list from-node)))
(dollst (to-node to-list)
(if (arc-midx (get-arc-info from-node to-node))
(let ((xl (get-node-x from-node))
(x2 (get-node-x to-node'))
(setf (arc-midx (get-orc- .afo from-node to-node))
(/ (+ xl x2) 2)))
(DEFUN sort-node-list (node-list)
(cond ((null node-list) nil)
(t (let. ((min-y (apply 'min (mapcor 'get-node-y ncde-list)))
(min-node (dolist (node node-list)
(if (- (get-node-y node) min-y) (return node))))
(rest-of-node-list (remove min-node node-list :test #'equal)))
(cons min-node (sort-node-list rest-of-node-list))
(DEFUN sort-station-node-list (stotion-number)
(let ((node-list (get-station-node-list station-number)))
(setf (station-node-list (get-station-info station-number))
(sort-node-list node-list))))
(DEFUN station-number-of-coord-x (x)
(dotimes (i no-of-vert-grid-lines)
(if (- x (aref vert-grid-line-x (1+ i)))
(return (1+ 1)))))
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(DEFUN station-ops (*tation)
(let ((ops 0))
(dolist (node (get-station-node-list station))
(+ ops (no-of-dep node) (no-of-orr node)))
ops))
;; - U -
;;; -- Unhlghlight --
(DEFIN unhighlight-all ()
(if *selected-node.
(progn (unhighlight-node *selected-node*)
(setq *selected-nodse nil)))
(if 'selected-arc.
(progn (unhighlight-arc 'selected-arc*)
(setq eselected-arcs nil)))
(if *selected-station.
(progn (unhighight-station *selected-stationo)
(setq *selected-station' nil)))
(if selected-oarc-origine
(progn (unhighlight-node *selected-arc-origin,)
(setq *selected-arc-origin' nil)))
(if eselected-arc-ends
(progn (unhighlight-node *selected-arc-ende)
(setq *selected-arc-end, nil)))
(if ,mr-start-node-lists
(progn (unhighlight-node-Ilst ,mr-start-node-I'sts)
(setq *mr-start--node-list' nil)))
(it emr-station-list'
(progn (unhighlight-station--Ils * mr-station-lists)
(setq *mr-station-list, nil)))
(if *delivery-source-list,
(progn (unhighlight-node-list edelivery-source-list')
(setq *delivery-source-list* nil)))
(if 'delivery-destination-list'
(progn (unhighl ght-station-list edelivory-destlnotlon-listI )
(setq *delivery-destination-lists nil))))
(DEFUN unhighlight-arc (arc-labol)
(if (or *selected-orc-is-curvedo !selected-arc-is-cyclo-arc,)
(progn (send mid-point-dot :unhighlight window)
(send world :delete-entity (list mid-point-dot))
(setq mid-point-dot nil)
(setq eselected-arc-le-curved* nil)
(setq s*elected-a-orc-is-cycle-airce nil))
(send (car (get-arc-object arc-label)) :unhighlight window)))
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(DEFUN unhighlight-node (node-number)
(send (get-node-object node-number) :unhighlight window))
(DEFUN unhighlight-node-list (node-list)
(mapcor 'unhighlight-node node-list))
(DEFUN unhighlight-statlon (station-number)
(send (get-station-object station-number) :unhighlight window))
(DEFJN unhighlight-station-Iist (station-lslt)
(mopcor 'unhighlight-station station-list))
;;; - Update -
(DEFUN update-orc-info-set-delete (arc-label)
(aset nil (map-oarc-info-set ,map*) (first arc-label) (second arc-label)))
(DEFUN update-assoc-list-oac-create (arc-object arc-label)
(push (list flrc-lobel arc-object)
(graphic-mop-ao-list *graphic-mapo))
(push (list arc-object are-label)
(graphlc-mop-oa-llest graphlc-moap)))
(DEFUN update-ossoc-list-arc-delete (arc-object arc-label)
(let ((assoc-list (graphic-map-oo-list ,graphic-mape)))
(setq assoc-list (remove (list arc-label arc-object) as oc-llst :test #'equal))
(setf (graphic-map-ao-list egraphic-map*) ossoc-list)
(setq assoc-list (graphic-map-oo-list egraphic-mapo))
(setq ossoc-list (remove (list arc-object arc-label) assoc-list :test #'equal))
(setf (graphic-moao-oa-list graphic-mops) assoc-list)))
(DEFUN update-assoc-list-node-create (node-object node-number)
(push (list node-number node-object)
(graphic-map-no-list *graphic-map.))
(push (list (car node-object) node-number)
(graphic-map-on-Hist egraphic-mop.)))
(DEFUN update-assoc-Ilet-node-delete (node-object-and-nuimber-text node-number)
(let ((node-object (car node-object-and-number-text))
(assoc-lipt (graphic-map-no-list egraphic--map)))
(setq assoc-list (remove (list node-number node-object-and-number-text) assoc-list
:test f'equal))
(setf (graphic-moap-no-list graphic-moap) assoc-list)
(setq assoc-list (graphic-map-on-list egraphic-moap))
(setq assoc-list (remove (list node-object node-number) assoc-list
:test 'equal))
(setf (graphic-map-on-list *graphic-mop.) assoc-list)))
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(DEFUN update-assoc-list-station (station-object station-number station-code-object)
(push (list station-number (list station-object station-code-object))
(graphic-map-so-I ist *graphic-mop,))
(push (list station-object station-number)
(graphic--ap-o-l let *grophic-moap)))
(DEFUN update-node-from-to-info-i create (from-node to-node)
(let ((node-infol (get-node-info from-node))
(node-info2 (get-node-info to-node)))
(push tc-node (node-to-list node-infol))
(push to-node (node-delivery-to-list node-infol))
(push from-node (node-frcu-list node--info2))
(if (equal (get-arc-type from-node to-node) 'flight)
(progn (push to-node (node-dep-to-list node-infol))
(push fro-node (node-arr-from-I!st node-info2))))))
(DEFUN update-node-fron-to-info- delete (from-node to-node)
(let ((node-infol (get-node-info from-node))
(node-info2 (get-node-info to-node)))
(setf (node-to-list node-infol)
(remove to-node (node-to-list node-infol)))
(setf (node-delivery-to-list node-infol)
(remove to-node (node-delivery-to-list node-infol)))
(setf (node-from-list node-info2)
(remove fromw-node (node-from-list node-info2)))
(cond ((equal (get-arc-type from-node to-node) 'flight)
(setf (node-dep-to-list node-infol)
(remove to-node (node-dep-to-llst node-infol)))
(setf (node-arr-from-list node-info2)
(remove from-node (node-orr-from-list node-info2)))
(DEFUN update-node-info-set-delete (node-number)
(aset nil (map-node-info-set moap*) node-number))
(DEFUN update-station-code-object (station-number stution-code-object)
(let ((station-object (get-station-object station-number)))
(setf (graphic-map-so-list *graphic-mape)
(remove (ossoc station-number (graphic-map-so-list *graphic-map,))
(graphic-map-so-Ilst 'graphic--map.) :test #'equal))
(push (list station-number (list station-object station-code-object))
(graphic-map-so-list .grophic-map,))))
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(DEFUN update-station--node-Iist-create (station-number node-number)
(let ((station-info (get-station-info station-number)))
(push node-number (station-node-list station-info))))
(DEFUN update-station-node-list-delete (station-number node-number)
(let ((stn-info (get-station-info station-number)))
(setf (station-node-list stn-info)
(remove node-number (station-node-list stn-lnfo)))))
(DEFUN update-stn-grd-arc-list-create (from-node to-node)
(let ((stn-.info (get-station-info (get-node-location from-node))))
(push (list from-node to-node) (station-grd-arc-list stn-info))))
(DEFUN update-stn-grd-arc-list-delete (arc-label)
(let ((stn-info (get-station-info (get-node-location (first arc-label)))))
(setf (station-grd-arc-list stn-info)
(remove arc-label (stotion-grd-arc-list stn-info) :test 'equal))))
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;;; File "hc:cwk;defs.lispf>"
;;; MORE DEFINITIONS
(DEFUN add-all-grd-arcs ()
"Automatically complete the map with the necessary ground and cycle arcs."
(clear-listener)
(dotimes (i (map-no-of-stations emaps))
(let ((station-number (1+ i)))
(add-grd-arcs station-number))))
(DEFUN add-cycle-arc (station-number)
(let* ((node-list (get-statior-node-list station-number))
(first-node (car node-list))
(last-node (car (last node-list))))
(if (and first-node loast-node)
(create-arc loast-node first-node :straight t :new t))))
(DEFUN add-grd-arcs (station-number)
"Automatically add all necessary ground and cycle arcs for the station."
(if (not (check-arr-dep-equal-ops station-number))
(progn (format t "•%At Station ~s" station-number)
(format t "-X Unequal numbers of departures and arrivals."))
(let. ((stn-info (get-station-info station-number))
(node-list (station-node-list stn-info))
(first-node (car node-list))
(last-node (car (last node-list))))
(find-ovnite-ac station-number)
(if (> (station-ovnite-oc stn-info) 6)
(if (not (arc-exists last-nods first-node))
(create-arc loast-node first-node :straight t :new t)))
(cotist (node (butlast node-list))
(if (> (node-ac-left (get-node-info node)) 6)
(if (not (arc-exists node (next-node node)))
(create-arc node (next-node node) :straight t :new t))))
(DEFUN adjust-grd-arc (inserted-node station-number)
(let ((node-before nil)
(node-after nil))
(multiple-value-setq (node-before node-after)
(insert-on-grd-orc inserted-node station-number))
(cond (node-before (erase-arc (list node-before node-after))
(coeate-orc node-before inserted-node :straight t :new t)
(create-arc inserted-node node-after :straight t :new t)))))
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(DEFUN create-arc (nodel node2 &key redraw straight midx midy new)
(clear-listenor)
(if (not (equal nodel nodo2))
(let ((stnl (get-node-location nodel))
(stn2 (get-node-location node2))
(xi (get-node-x nodel))
(x2 (get-nodc-x node2))
(yl (get-node-y nodel))
(y2 (get-node-y node2)))
(if (or (> y2 yl) (and (not (> y2 yl)) (- stni utn2)))
(progn (setq *modified--mop* t)
(let ((arc-info (get-arc-info nodel node2 'create))
(arc-label (list nodel node2)))
(if new
(progn (if (and (not straight) (not midx))
(progn (multiple-value-setq (midx midy)
(get-arc-midpoint))
(if (null midx) (setq straight t))
(setf (orc--midx are-info) midx)
(setf (arc--midy arc-info) midy)))
(if (> y2 yl)
(progn
(setf (arc-length arc-info)
(* (- y2 yl) *time-y-ratio*))
(if (- stn2 atnl)
(progn
(setf (arc-type arc-info) 'ground)
(update-stn-grd-orc-list-create nodel
node2))
(setf (arc-type arc-info) 'flight)
(setf (arc-dep-min-time arc-info)
(max dec-time-grid-top
(- (convert-y-dec-time yl) 2)))
(setf (arc-dep-max-time arc-info)
(min dec-time-grid-bottom
(+ (convert-y-dec-time yl) 2)))
(setf (arc-arr-min-time arc-info)
(max dec-time-grid-top
(- (convert-y-dec-time y2) 2)))
(setf (orc-arr-max-time arc-info)
(min dec-time-grid-bottom
(+ (convert-y-dec-time y2 ) 2)))
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(progn (setf (arc-length arc-info)
(+ (* (- y2 yl) .time-y-ratio*)
schedule-period))
(setf (arc-type arc-info) 'cycle)
(update-stn-grd-arc-list-create nodel
node2)))
(update-node-from-toinfon-create nodel node2)))
(let. ((arc-object (if (> y2 yl)
(if straight
(create-arc-object-straight-line
xl yl x2 y2)
(create-orc-object-curved
xl yl x2 y2 midx midy))
(create-orc-objeci-cycle-arc
xl yl y2))))
(update-assoc-list-arc-create arc-object arc-label)
(mopcar 'refresh-object-area arc-object)
(unhighlight-all))
(if (not redraw)
(format t "-,%Arc (~,~s.) created." nodel node2))))
(print "Wrong direction")
(unhignlight-oll)
(DEFUN create-arc-object-curvrd (xl yl x2 y2 midx midy)
(let ((xxi e) (yyl e) (xx2 8) (yy2 8))
(multiple-value-setq (xxl yyl) (get-nearest-circle-point midx midy xl yl))
(multiple-value-setq (xx2 yy2) (get-nearest-circle-point midx midy x2 y2))
(list (send world :insert-spline (list xxl midx xx2) (list yyl midy yy2)))))
(DEFUN create-arc-object-cycle-arc (xl yl y2)
(let ((yyl (+ yl *node-rodlue*))
(yy2 (- y2 *node-radius*)))
(list (send world :insert-line xl yyl xl (+ grid-edge-bottom 20))
(send world :insert-line xl (- grid-edge-top 20) xl yy2))))
(DEFUN create-arc-object-straight-line (xl yl x2 y2)
(let ((xxl ) (yyl 0) (xx2 0) (yy2 6))
(multiple-value-setq (xxl yyl) (get-nearest-circle-point x2 y2 xl yl))
(multiple-value-setq (xx2 yy2) (get-nearest-circle-point xl yl x2 y2))
(list (send world :insert-line xxl yyl xx2 yy2))))
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(DEFUN create-node (station time &key redraw new currant-number)
(clear-listener)
(let* ((node-number (if new
(get-next-node-number)
(if current-number
current-number)))
(x (get-statlon-x station))
(y (convert-dec-time-y time))
(scale (if (< node-number 10) 1.2 1.4)))
(setq *modified--map t)
(if new
(let ((node-info (get-node-info node-number 'create)))
(setf (node-location node-info) station)
(setf (node-time node-info) time)
(push node-number (map-node-list *map*))
(update-station-node-list-create station node-number)
(sort-station-node-list station)
(let ((node-object (list (send world :insert-circle x y *node-radius* 1 7 7)
(send world :insert-text (+ x *node-label-offset-x*)
(+ y *node-label-of t-ye)
(format nil "~s" noc iumber)
scale))))
(update-assoc-list-node-create node-object node-number)
(mapcar 'refresh-object-area node-object))
(if (not redraw)
(format t "'-MNode s- created." node-number))))
(DEFUN create-stations ()
(clear-listener)
(format t "-.Select location with the mouse.")
(unhighlight-all)
(setq *mouse-cur-state* 'create-station)
(let ((button #\space))
(loop until (or (char-equal button \•mouse-i-1) (char-equal button f\mouse-m-1))
do (multiple-value-setq (temp-object x y button quit) (pick))
(cond ((char-equal button f\mouse-I-1)
(get-no-of-new-stns)
(if (or (<- no-of-new-stns 8)
(> no-of-new-stns max-no-of-new-stns))
nil
(cond ((< x (get-station-x 1))
(create-stations-left no-of-new-stns))
((>• x (get-station-x (map-no-of-stations *map*)))
(create-stations-right no-of-new-stne))
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(t (lot ((station
(dotimes (I (1- (mop-no-of-stations *maps)))
(if (and (>- x (get-station-x (1+ I)))
(< x (get-station-x (+ i 2))))
(return (1+ i))))))
(create-statione-ofter station no-of-new-etns))))
(if (- no-of-new-stna 1)
(format t "'XStation created.")
(format t "-.XStations created.")))
(setq *mouse-cur-statee 'main))
(DEFUN create-statione-after (station no-of-new-stns)
(setq *mouse-cur-statee 'wait)
(c leon-up)
(setq old-no-of-etne (mop-no-of-stations *map*))
(setq no-of-vert-grid-lines (+ old-no-of-stne no-of-new-stns))
(setf (mop-no-of-stations *mop*) no--of-vert-grid-lines)
(display-grid)
(loop for i from old-no-of-stns downto (1+ station)
do (let* ((station-info (get-stati,'n-info 1))
(node-list (get-station-node-list i)))
(setf (station-x station-info)
(aref vert-grid-line-x (+ i no-of-new-stna)))
(dolist (node node-list)
(setf (node-location (get-node-info node))
(+ i no-of-new-stns)))
(aset station-info (map-station-info-set *maps) (+ I no-of-new-stns))))
(shift-v,.;dx)
(loop for I from (1+ station) to (+ station no-of-new-stns)
de (aset (make-station) (mop-station-info-set emap*) i)
(setf (station-x (get-station-info I)) (oref vert-grid-line-x i)))
(dispay-stat ion-code)
(redraw-arcs-and-nodes))
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(DEFUN creote-stations-left (no-of-new-stns)
(setq *mouse-cur-states 'wait)
(cleaon-up)
(setq old-no-of-stna (mop-no-of-stations *maps))
(setq no-of-vert-grid-lines (+ old-no-of-stna no-of-new-stna))
(setf (mop-no-of-stations *maop) no-of-vert-grid-lines)
(display-grid)
(loop for I from old-no-of-stna downto 1
do (let* ((station-info (get-station-info i))
(node-list (get-station-node-list i)))
(setf (station-x station-info)
(aref vert-grid-Ilne-x (+ I no-of-new-stns)))
(dolist (node node-list)
(setf (node-location (get-node-info node)) (+ I no-of-new-stne)))
(aset station-info (map-station-info-set *map*) (+ i no-of-new-stns))))
(shift--midx)
(loop for I from 1 to no-of-new-stna
do (aset (make-station) (map-station-info-set map.) i)
(setf (station-x (get-station-info i)) (aref vert-grid-line-x I)))
(dispi y-station-code)
(redraw-arcs-and-nodes))
(DEFUN create-stations-right (no-of-new-stns)
(setq *mouse-cur-state, 'wait)
(c lean-up)
(setq old-no-of-stne (map-no-of-stations *map*))
(setq no-of-vert-grid-Iines (+ old-no-of-stne no-of-new-stns))
(setf (map-no-of-stations *maps) no-of-vert-grid-lines)
(display-grid)
(shi ft-mldx)
(loop for i from (1+ old-no-of-stns) to no-of-vert-grid-lines
do (aset (make-station) (map-station-info-set *map*) i)
(setf (station-x (get-station-info i)) (aref vert-grid-line-x i)))
(display-station--code)
(redraw-arcs-and-nodes))
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(DEFUN display-grid ()
(setf (graphic-map-so-list *graphic-map*) nil)
(setf (graphic-mop-os-Ilst egrophic-mape) nil)
(setq dec-time-grid-top (map-start-time ,maps))
(setq dec-time-grid-bottom (mop-end-time *map*))
(setq map-time-span (- dec-time-grid-bottom dec-time-grid-top))
(if (< mop-time-spon 0) (setq map-time-span (+ map-time-apon schedule-period)))
(setq no-of-vert-grid-lines (moap-no-of-stations *mape))
(setq station-speocng (est-statiort--spocing no-of-vert-grid-lines))
(setq horiz-length (* station-spacing (1- no-of-vert-grid-lines)))
(setq grid-edge-left (/ (- 1000 horiz-length) 2))
(setq grid-edge-right (+ grid-edge-left horiz-length))
(setq rect-y (- (fixr (/ grid-edge-top 2)) 10))
(setq no-of-horiz-grid-lines (1+ (/ map-time-span *no-of-hrs-between--horiz-lineso)))
(setq horiz-line-spacing (set-horiz-line-spacing no-of-horiz-grid-lines))
(setq vert-length (o horiz-line-spacing (1- no-of-horiz-grid-iines)))
(setq grid-edge-bottom (+ grid-edge-top vert-length))
(setq *y-time-ratio* (flooat (/ (- grid-edge-bottom grid-edge-top) mop-time-spon)))
(setq etime-y-ratio* (float (/ 1 y-time-ratio*)))
(send world :insert-text 35 (- rect-y 13) (format nil "Station"))
(let ((grid nil))
(setq grid
(dotimes (i no-of-vort-grid-Ilnes grid)
(aset (+ grid-edge-left (. station-spacing i)) vert-grid-line-x (1+ i)
(sotq rect-x (arof vert-grid-line-x (1+ i)))
(let* ((station-object (send world :insert-rectangle
(setq grid
(dotimes
(let
(refresh)
(- rect-x 29) rect-y 40 20))
(station-,-number (1+ 1))
(station-code-object nil)
(station-info (get-station-info station-number 'create))
(yl grid-edge-top)
(y2 grid-edge-bottom))
(send world :insert-text (- rect-x 7) (- rect-y 13)
(format nil "~s" station-number))
(setf (station-x station-info) rect-x)
(setf (station-y station-info) rect-y)
(update-ossoc-list-station station-object station-number
stat ion-code-object)
(setq grid (append grid (draw-vert-dotted-line
rect-x yl y2))))))
(j no-of-horiz-grid-lines grid)
((y (+ grid-edge-top (s horiz-line-spocing j)))
(xl grid-edge-left)
(x2 grid-edge-right)
(time (+ dec-time-grid-top (* j no-of-hre-between-horiz-lines*))))
(insert-time time (- y 5))
(setq grid (append grid (draw-horiz-dotted-line xl x2 y)))
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)
(DEFUN display-statlon-code ()
(dotimes (I (map-no-of-ttations emape))
(let* ((otatlon-number (1+ 1))
(statiorr-info (get-station-info station-number))
(code (station-code station-info)))
(insert-station-code station-number code))))
;;; --- E --
(DErUN edit-arc (arc-label)
(clear-I stener)
(setq nodel (first are-label))
(setq node2 (second arc-label))
(setq arc-info (get-arc-info nodal node2))
(setq flight-no (arc-flight-no arc-info))
(sstq dep-time (convert-dec-time-hr-min (get-node-time nodel)))
(setq dep-min-time (convert-dec-time-hr-min (arc--dep-min-time arc-info)))
(setq dep-max-time (convert-dec-time-hr--min (arc-dep-max-time arc-info)))
(setq arr-time (convert-dec-time-hr--min (get-node-time node2)))
(setq arr-min-time (convert-dec-time-hr-min (arc-irr-min-time arc-info)))
(setq ar:-max-time (convert-dec-time-hr-min (arc-arr-eax-time arc-info)))
(setq unavail-day-list (arc-unavail-day-list arc-info))
(setq edited nil)
(setq nodal-edited nil)
(setq node2-edited nil)
(setq y-shiftl )
(setq y-shift2 0)
(tv:choose-var iable-values I 
S(flll
(flight-no "Flight Number" :sexp)
(unavail-day-list "List of Days Unavailable" :sexp)
(dep-min-time "Earliest Departure Time" :number)
(dep-time "Departure Time" :number)
(dep-max-time "Latest Departure Time" :number)
II I
(arr-min-time "Earliest Arrival Time" :number)
(arr-time "Arrival Time" :number)
(arr-max-time "Latest Arrival Time" :number)
:label (format nil " Edit Arc (~e,s*)" nodel node2))
(setq dep-time (convert-hr--min-dec-time dep-time))
(setq dep-min-time (convert-hr--min-dec-time dep-min-time))
(setq dep-max-time (convert-hr-ein-.dec-time dep-max-time))
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(setq arr-time (convert-hr-min-dec-time arr-time))
(setq arr--min-tlme (convert-hr--amn-dec-time arr-ain-time))
(setq arr-max-time (convert-hr-m-in-dec-time arr--max-time))
(if (not (<= (abs (- dep-time (get-node-time nodal))) 0.01))
(progn (setq ',-shift1 (* (- dep-time (get-node-time nodel)) *y-time-ratio*))
(setq nodal-edited t)))
(if (not (<- (abs (- arr-time (get-node-time node2))) 8.01))
(progn (setq y-shift2 (* (- arr-time (get-node-time node2)) *y-time-ratio*))
(setq nodo2-edited t)))
(if (or nodel-edited node2-odited)
(multiple-value-setq (nodel node2) (move-arc nodel node2 y-shiftl y-shift2)))
(setq arc-infol (get-arc-info nodel node2))
(setf (arc-flight-no arc-infol) flight-no)
(if (not (equal flight-no (arc-flight-no arc-info)))
(setq edited t))
(setf (arc-unoval-day-list orc-infol) unavall-day-list)
(if (not (equal unavall-day-list (arc-unavail-day-list arc-info)))
(setq edited t))
(cond (arc-infol (if (or (> (abs (- dep-min-time (arc-dep-sin-time arc-info))) 0.01)
nodal-edited node2-edited)
(progn (setf (arc-dep-min-time arc-infol) dep-min-time)
(setq edited t)))
(if (or (> (obe (- dep-max-time (arc-dep-max-time arc-info))) 8.01)
nodel-edited node2-edited)
(progn (setf (arc-dep-max-time orc-infol) dep-max-time)
(setq edited t)))
(if (or (> (abs (- orr-min-time (arc-orr-min-time arc-info))) e.01)
nodel-edited node2-edited)
(progn (setf (orc-arr-m-in-time arc-infol) arr-min-time)
(setq edited t)))
(if (or (> (abs (- arr--max-time (arc-arr-max-time arc-info))) 0.01)
nodel-edited node2-edited)
(progn (setf (arc-arr--max-time arc-infol) arr-max-time)
(setq edited t)))
(if (< dep-time dep-min-time)
(format t ",XEarliest departure time needs to be reset."))
(if (> dep-time dep-max-time)
(format t ",-XLatest departure time needs to be reset."))
(if (< err-time arr-miin-time)
(format t ",,Earliest arrival time needs to be reset."))
(if (> arr-time arr-max-time)
(format t ",XLatest arrival time needs to be reset.")))
(t (format t "-%Are removed.")
(setq edited t)))
(if edited
(format t "'.%Arc
(format t ".%Arc
(setq *modified-m-ap.
(setq *selected-arce
(~.,~s) edited." nodel node2)
(~s.~s) not edited." nodel node2))
t)
nil))
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(DEFUN edit-node (node-number)
(clear-I stener)
(setq node-info (get-node-info node-number))
(setq time (convert-dec-time-hr--min (node-time node-info)))
(setq edited nil)
(tv:choose-variable-values '(""
(time "Time" :number)
W")
:label (format nil "Edit Node -d" node-number))
(setq time (convert-hr-in-mdec-time time))
(if (not (<- (abs (- time (node-time node-info))) 0.01))
(progn (let ((y-shift (o (- time (node-time node-info)) *y-time-ratio*)))
(move-node node-number y-shift))
(setq edited t)))
(if edited
(format t ",-Mode -a edited." node-number)
(format t ",-Node ~e not edited." node-number))
(setq *modified--map t)
(setq *selected-node* nil))
(DEFUN edit-station (station-number)
(clear-listener)
(setq station-info (get-station-info station-number))
(setq name (station-name station-info))
(setq code (stotion-code station-info))
(setq edited nil)
(tv:choose-variable-values '(""
(name "Station Home" :sexp)
(code "Station Code" :sexp)
--)
:label (format nil "Edit Station -s" station-number))
(if (not (equal name (station-name station-info)))
(progn (setf (station-no~a station-info) name)
(setq edited t)))
(if (not (equal code (station-code station-info)))
(progn (setf (station-code station-info) code)
(insert-station-code station-number code)
(setq edited t)))
(if edited
(format t ",-Station ~a edited." station-number)
(format t "'-%Station ~s not edited." station-number))
(setq *selected-statione nil))
(DEFUN erase-all-nodes-,with-no-op ()
(dolist (node (map-node-list *map*))
(erase-node-if-no-op node)))
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(DEFUN erase-arc (arc-label &optlional redraw)
(clear-I Istener)
(setq arc-object (get-iorc-object arc-laobel))
(update-oasoc-list-orc-delete arc-object arc-label)
(cond ((not redraw)
(update-node-fronm-to-info-delete (first arc-label) (second arc-label))
(let ((orc-type (get-orc-type (first arc-label) (second arc-label))))
(if (or (equal arc-type 'ground) (equal arc-type 'cycle))
(update--stn-grd-orc-list-delete arc-label)))
(update-arc-info--set-delete arc-label)
(send world :delete-ntity arc-object)
(mapcar 'rofresh-object-area arc-object)
(if (not redraw)
(format t "-~%Arc (~..'s) erased." (first arc-labol) (second arc-label)))
(setq eselected-arce nil))
(DEFUN erase-arcs-from-node (node-number destination-list origin-list)
(if (null destination-list)
(cond ((null origin-list) nil)
"t (erase-arc (list (car origin-list) node-number))
(erase-arcs-frot*-node node-number () (cdr origin-list))))
(erase-arc (Ilst node-number (car destination-list)))
(erase-arcs-fromv-node node-number (cdr destination-list) origin-list)))
(DEFUN erase-node (node-number &optional while-moving-node)
(clear-l istener)
(setq node-info (oref (maop-node-info-set amop*) node-number))
(cond ((not while-moving-node)
(let ((station-number (get-node-location node-number))
(destination-list (node-to-list node-info))
(origin--list (node-from-list node-info)))
(update-station-node-I st-delete station-number node-number)
(erase-a-rcs-from,-node node-number destination-list origin-list))
(update-node-info-set-delete node-number)
(setf (map-node-list emap*) (remove node-number (map-node-list *maps)
:test 'equal))
(setq node-object-and-number-text (get-node-object-and-number-text node-number))
(update-assoc-list-node-delete node-object-and-number-text node-number)
(send world :delete-entity node-object-and-number-text)
(mapcar 'refresh-object-area node-object-and-number-text)
(clear-I stener)
(if (not while-moving-node)
(format t "!%Node •s erased." node-number))
(setq *selected-node* nil))
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(DEFUN eraose-node-if-no-op (node)
(if (and (zerop (no-of-orr node))
(zerop (no-of-dep node)))
(progn (format t ",Xnode with no op we" node)
(erase-node node))))
(DEFUN find-ovnite-ac (station-number)
(let* ((stn-info (get-station-info station-number))
(node-list (station-node-list stn-info))
(first-node (car node-list))
(min-no S)
(ac-reqd 0))
(setf (station-ovnite-ac stn-info) 0)
(if node-list
(progn (dolist (node node-list)
(setf (node-ac-left (get-node-info node)) 0))
(let ((node-info (get-node-info first-node)))
(setf (node-ac-left node-info) (arr-dep first-node))
(setq min-no (min min-no (node-ac-left node-info))))
(dolist (node (cdr node-list))
(lt ((node-info (get-node-info node)))
(eetf (node-ac-left node-info)
(+ (arr-dep node)
(node-ac-left (get-node-info (previous-node node)))))
(setq min-no (min min-no (node--ac-left node-info)))
(setq ac-reqd (minus min-no))
(if (> ac-reqd e)
(progn (dolist (node node-list)
(let (( node-info (get-node-info node)))
(setf (node-ac-left node-info)
(+ (node-ac-left node-info) ac-reqd))))
(setf (station-ovnite-ac stn-info) ac-reqd)
(DEFUN get-no-of-new-stns ()
(setq max-no-of-new-stne (- emax-no-of-stations (moap-no-of-stations *map*)))
(setq no-of-new-stne 0)
(tv:choose-variable-volues '(""
(no-of-new-stna "Number of new stations" :number)
"W)
:label (format nil "Create Stations (Max ~s)"
max-no-of-new-stns))
no-of-new-stns)
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(DEFUN insert-on-grd-arc (inserted-node station-number)
(let* ((node-list (get-station-node-istl station-number))
(y (get-node-y inserted-node))
(first-node (car node-list))
(last-node (car (last node-list)))
(node-before nil)
(node-after nil))
(cond ((null node-list) nil)
((null (cdr oode-list)) nil)
((arc-exists last-node first-node)
(if (or (> y (get-node-y last-node))
(< y (get-node-y first-node)))
(progn (sets node-before last-node)
(setq node-after first-node))))
(t (dotimes (I (1- (length node-list)))
(let ((nodel (nth I node-list))
(node2 (nth (1+ I) node-list)))
(if (and (> y (get-node-y nodel)) (< y (get-node-y node2)))
(progn (setq node-before nodel)
(setq node-after node2)))))))
(values node-before node-after)))
(DEFUN insert-time (time y)
(cond ((- time 0) (send world :insert-text 50 y (format nil "s000")))
((< time 1) (send world :insert-text 50 y (format nil "--see0" time)))
((and (>- time 1e) (<- time 24)) (send world :insert-text 50 y
(format nil "~see" time)))
(t (insert-time (- time 24) y))))
(DEFUN move-arc (nodel node2 y-shiftl y-shift2)
(erase-arc (list nodel node2))
(let* ((nodel-ops (+ (no-of-arr nodel) (no-of-dep nodel)))
(node2-ops (+ (no-of-arr node2) (no-of-dsp node2)))
(stnl (get-node-location nodel))
(stn2 (get-node-location node2))
(new-yl (+ (get-node-y nodel) y-shiftl))
(new-y2 (+ (get-node-y node2) y-shift2))
(existing-new-nodel (if (zerop y-shiftl)
nodel
(node-exists-already new-yl stni)))
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(existing-nsw-node2 (if (zerop y-shift2)
node2
(node-exists-already new-y2 stn2)))
(new-nodel nil)
(new-node2 nil))
(if (null existing-new-nodel)
(if (zerop nodel-ops)
(progn (move-node nodel y-shiftl)
(setq new-nodel nodel))
(setq new-nodel
(progn (create-node stni (convert-y-dec-time new-y1l) :new t)
(map-no--of-nodes mape)))
(adjust-grd-arc new-nodel stni))
(setq new-nodel existinf-new-nodel)
(if (and (zerop nodel-cps) (not (equal existing-new-nodel nodel)))
(erase-node nodel)))
(if (rull existing-new-node2)
(if (zerop node2-ops)
(progn (move-node node2 y-shift2)
(setq new-node2 node2))
(setq new-node2
(progn (create-node stn2 (convert-y-dec-time new-y2) :new t)
(map-no-of-nodes *map*)))
(adjust-grd-arc new-node2 stn2))
(setq neaw-node2 existing-new-node2)
(if (and (zerop node2-ops) (not (equal existing-new-node2 node2)))
(erase-node node2)))
(create-arc new-nodel new-node2 :straight t :new t)
(values new-nodel new-node2)))
(DEFUN move-node (node-number y-shift)
(if (zerop y-shift)
nil
(let. ((node-info (get-node-info node-number))
(to-I st (get-node-to-list node-number))
(from-I ist (get-node-from-l st node-number))
(old-y (get-node-y node-number))
(new-y (+ old-y y-shift))
(station-number (get-node-location node-number))
(first-or-lost-node-changed nil)
(existing-new-node (node-existe-already new-y station-number)))
(if existing-new-node
(progn (erase-node node-number)
(dollst (from-node from-list)
(create-arc from-node existing-new-node :straight t :new t)
(dolist (to-node to-list)
(create-arc existing-new-node so-node :straight t :new t)))
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(lot* ((node-list (get-station-node-list station-number))
(first-node (car node-list))
(last-node (car (last node-list)))
(y-list (mapcar 'get-node-y node-list)))
(cond ((null node-list) nil)
((null (cdr node-list)) nil)
((and (arc-exists last-node first-node)
(or (< new-y (apply 'min y-list))
(> new-y (apply 'max y-Ilst))))
(erase-arc (list lost-node first-node))
(setq first-or-last-node-changed t)
(format t "-~move-node : first-or-last-node-changed : ~a"
first-or-last-node-changed))))
(dolist (from-node (get-node-from-list node-number))
(let* ((arc-info (get-arc-info from-node node-number))
(arc-type (arc-type arc-info))
(from-node-y (get-node-y from-node)))
(if (>- from-node-y new-y)
(if (and (equal arc-type 'cycle)
(not (nodes-between old-y new-y
stat ion-number)))
(erose-arc (list fromt-node node-number) 'redraw)
(erase-arc (list from-node node-number)))
(if (and (equal arc-type 'ground)
(nodes-between old-y new-y station-number))
(erase-arc (liet from-node node-number))
(erase-arc (list from-node node-number) 'redraw)
(if (orc--midy arc-info)
(setf (arc-midy arc-info) (+ (orc--midy arc-info)
(/ y-shift 2)))))
(dollst (to-node (get-node-to-list node-number))
(let. ((arc-info (get-arc-info node-number to-node))
(arc-type (arc-type arc-info))
(to-node-y (get-node-y to-node)))
(if (<- to-node-y new-y)
(if (and (equal arc-type 'cycle)
(not (nodes-between old-y new-y
stat ion-number)))
(erase-arc (list node-number to-node) 'redraw)
(erose-arc (list node-number to-node)))
(if (and (equal arc-type 'ground)
(nodes-between old-y new-y station-number))
(erase-arc (list node-number to-node))
(erase-arc (list node-number to-node) 'redrew)
(if (arc-midy arc-info)
(setf (arc-midy arc-info) (+ (arc-midy arc-info)
(/ y-shift 2)))))))
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(setf (node-time node-info) (corvert-y-dec-tlme new-y))
(erase-node node-number 'while-moving-node)
(redroaw-node node-number)
(let* ((new-node-info (get-node-info node-number))
(new-from-list (node-from-I lit new-node-Info))
(new-to-Ilist (node-to-list new-node-info)))
(dollet (fromr-node new-fromr-list)
(redraw-arc from-node node-number))
(dollet (to-node new-to-list)
(redraw-orc node-number to-node)))
(if first-or-lost-node-changed
(odd-cycle-arc station-number))
(DEFUN nodes-between (yl y2 station-number)
(let ((node-list (get-stotion-node-list station-number)))
(dolist (node node-list)
(let ((y (get-node-y node)))
(if (or (and (> y y l) (< y y2)) (and (> y y2) (< y yl)))
(return t))))))
(DEFUN redraw-arc (from-node to-node)
(let ((orc-info (get--c --.. o from-node to-node)))
(if arc-info
(iet ((midx (arc-midx arc-info))
(midy (,jrc-midy arc-info)))
(if midx
(crecte-orc from-node to-node :redraw t :midx midx :midy midy)
(crete--orc from-node to-node :redraw t :straolght t))))))
(DEFUN redrow-arcs-ond-nodes ()
(sotf (grophic-moap-no-list *graphic-maop) nil)
(setf (graphic-map-on-llst *graphic-mape) nil)
(setf (grophic-map-ao-liit *graphic-mape) nil)
(setf (graphic-map-oo-list *graphic--mope) nil)
(dolist (node-number (mop-node-list *mops))
(redraw-node node-number))
(dolist (from-node (map-node-list emaps))
(dolist (to-node (get-node-to-list froee-node))
(redraw-arc from-node to-node))))
(DEFUN redraw-node (node-number)
(let* ((station (get-node-location node-number))
(time (get-node-time node-number)))
(create-node station time :redraw t :current-number node-number)))
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(DEFUN remove-al I-grd--orcs ()
(dotimes (I (map-no-of-statotons *maps))
(let ((station-number (1+ 1)))
(remov-rd-arcs stati on-number))))
(DEFUN remove-grd-orcs (stat on-number)
(let ((arc-list (station-grd-orc-Iist (get-station-info station-number))))
(dolist (arc-label arc-list)
(erese-orc arc-label)))
(setq *solectod-stations nil))
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;; File "hc:cwk;reducta.llip#>"
;;; REDUCTA PROGRAM
(DEFUN find-no-of-aircraft (&key reducta)
(clear-listener)
(let ((total-ac-reqd 0)
(balance t))
(dotimes (I (map-no-of-stations *map.))
(let* ((station-number (1+ I))
(stn-info (get-station-Info station-number))
(stn-ac-reqd (station-ovnite-ac stn-info)))
(if (not (check-arr-dep-equal-ope station-number))
(progn (format t "-4%At Station N~" station-number)
(format t "-X Unequal numbers of departureu and arivals.")
(setq balance nil))
(find-ovnite-oc station-number)
(setq total-ac-reqd (+ total-ac-reqd stn-ac-reqd))
(if reducta (return))
(cond ((> stn-ac-reqd B)
(format t "-%At Station -~" station-number)
(format t "-j Number of overnighting aircraft is -a"
stn-ac-reqd))
(if (and balance (not reducta))
(format t "-*%'Total number of aircraft required is a." total-ac-reqd))
balance))
(DEFUN last-one-arr (node-number)
(let* ((station-number (get-node-location node-number))
(zero-dep-list (statlon-zero-dep-list (get-station-info station-number))))
(dolist (zero-node (reverse zero-dep-list))
(let ((arr-node (next-node zero-node)))
(if arr-node
(if (<- (get-node-time arr-node) (get-node-time node-number))
(return arr-node)))))))
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(DEFUN next-arr-list (node-number)
(loet ((node (next-node node-number))
(fit-list nil))
(cond ((null node) fit-list)
(t (dollit (from-node (get-node-arr-from-list node))
(push (list froe-node node) fit-list))
(append fit-list (next-arr-list node))))))
(DEFUN next-zero-dep (node-number)
(if (zerop (node-ac-left (get-node-info node-number)))
node-number
(let* ((station-number (get-node-location node-number))
(zero-dep-list (station-zero-dep-Iist (get-station-info station-number))))
(dolist (zero-node zero-dep-list)
(if (> (get-node-time zero-node) (get-node-time node-number))
(return zero-node))))))
(DEFUN reducto-station (station-list)
(if (null station-list)
nil
(let* ((station-number (car station-list))
(zero-list (station-zero-dep-list (get-station-info station-number)))
(zeros-eliminated t)
(arc-move-list nil)
(dim (1+ (maop-no-of-nodes emap.))))
(setq oalim-notrix. (make-array (list dim dim) :initial-element 0))
(setq ,dlim-matrix. (make-array (list dim dim) :initial-element 0))
(set-dlim station-number)
(set-alim station-number)
(dolist (zero-node zero-list)
(if (not zeros-eliminated) (return))
(let ((stop nil)
(dep-to-Iist (get-node-dep-to-list zero-node))
(dep-time (get-node-time zero-node))
(next--rr-list (next-arr-list zero-node)))
(dollst (to-node dep-to-list)
(if stop (return))
(if (null next-orr-list)
(progn (setq zeros-eliminated nil)
(setq stop t)
(return)))
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(let ((dlim (aref edllm-atrixe zero-nods to-node)))
(dolist (next-fit next-orr-list)
(if stop (return))
(if (member next-fit (mopcar 'car arc-move-list)
:test #'equal)
(progn (if (and (equal next-fit
(car (last next-orr-list)))
(equal to-node
(car (last dep-to-list))))
(setq zeros-eliminated nil))
(return)))
(let* ((allm (aref salti-matrix* (first next-fit)
(second next-fit)))
(orr-time (get-node-time (second next-fit))))
(cond ((> (- arr-time dep-time) (+ dlim allm))
(cond ((and (equal next-fit
(car (last next-arr-list)))
(equal to-node
(car (last dep-to-llet))))
(setq zeros-eliminated nil))))
((<- (- arr-time alim) dep-time)
(push (list next-fit (- dep-time arr-time))
arc-move-Ilist)
(setq stop t)
(return))
(t (push (list (list zero-node to-node)
(- arr-time dep-time allm))
arc-move-Ilst)
(push (list next-fit (minus alim))
arc-move-list)
(setq stop t)
(return)))
(if zeros-eliminated
(progn (shift-arcs arc-move-list)
(reducto-station station-list))
(reducto-station (cdr station-list)))
(DEFUN set-alim (station-number)
(dolist (node-number (get-station-node-list station-number))
(dolist (from-node (get-node-arr-from-list node-number))
(set--clim-flt from-node node-number))))
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(DEFUN set-alim-fit (nodel node2)
(let* ((arc-info (get-arc-info nodel node2))
(tmin (arc-arr--irin-time arc-info))
(time (get-node-time node2))
(deltal (- time tmin))
(timel (get-node-time nodel))
(tminl (arc-dep-min--time arc-info))
(tmin2 (let ((node (last-one-orr nodel)))
(if node (get-node-time node) *infinity*)))
(delta2 (- timel (min tminl tmin2))))
(oaset (min deltal delta2) saOlim-matrix* nodel node2)))
(DEFUN set-dlim (station-number)
(dolist (node-number (station-zero-dep-list (get-station-info station-number)))
(dolist (to-node (get-node-dep-to-list node-number))
(set-dlim-flt node-number to-node))))
(DEFUN set-dlim-fit (nodel node2)
(let* ((arc-info (get-arc-info nodel node2))
(tmax (arc-dep-max-time orc-info))
(time (get-node-time nodel))
(deltal (- tmax time))
(timel (node-time (get-node-info node2)))
(tmaxl (orc-orr-max-time arc-info))
(tmax2 (let ((node (next-zero-dep node2)))
(if node (get-node-time node) *infinity*)))
(delta2 (- (min tmaxl tmax2) timel)))
(aset (min deltal delto2) odlit-matrix* nodel node2)))
(DEFUN set-ovnite-stn-list ()
(let ((ovnite-list nil))
(dotimes (i (map-no-of-stations *mape))
(let* ((station-number (1+ I))
(stn-ac-reqd (station-ovnite-oc (get-station-info station-number))))
(if (plusp stn-ac-reqd)
(push station-number ovnite-list))))
(setq *overnight-station-liste ovnite-list)))
(DEFUN set-zero-dep-list (station-number)
(let* ((stn-info (get-station-info station-number))
(node-list (reverse (station-node-list stn-info)))
(zero-list nil))
(dolist (node node-list)
(if (zerop (node-ac-left (get-node-info node)))
(push node zero-list)))
(setf (station-zero-dep-list stn-info) zero-list)))
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(DEFUN set-zero-dep-Ilet-all ()
(dotimes (I (mop-no-of-stations emap*))
(let ((station-number (1+ i)))
(set-zero-dep-list station-number))))
(DEFUN shift-arc (arc-label time)
(let* ((nodel (first are-label))
(node2 (second arc-label))
(arc-info (get-orc-Info nodel node2))
(yl (get-node-y nodel))
(y2 (get-node-y node2))
(new-yl (fixr (+ yl (e time cy-time-ratios))))
(new-y2 (flxr (+ y2 (e time sy-time-ratios))))
(dep-stn (get-node-location nodel))
(arr-stn (get-node-location node2))
(dep-tmin (arc-dep-min-time arc-info))
(dep-tmax (arc-dep-max-time arc-info))
(arr-tmin (arc-arr-sin-time arc-info))
(arr-tmax (arc-arr-max-time arc-info))
(new-nodel (or (node-exists-already new-yl dep-stn)
(progn (create-node dep-stn (convert-y-dec-time new-yl) :new t
(map-no-of-nodes *map*))))
(now-node2 (or (node-exists-already new-y2 arr-stn)
(progn (create-node arr-stn (convert-y-dec-time new-y2) :new t
(map-no-of-nodes emap,)))))
(create-arc new-nodel new-node2 :straight t :new t)
(let ((new-arc-info (get-arc-info new-nodel new-node2)))
(setf (arc-flight-no new-arc-info) (arc-flight-no arc-info))
(setf (arc-unovall-day-list new-arc-info) (arc-unavail-day-list arc-info))
(setf (orc-dep-min-time new-arc-info) dep-tmin)
(setf (orc-dep-max-time new-are-info) dep-tmax)
(setf (arc-arr--ein-time new-orc-info) arr-tmin)
(setf (arc-arr-max-time new-arc-info) arr-tmax))
(erase-arc (list nodel node2))
(erase-node-if-no-op nodel)
(erase-node-if-no-op node2)
(DEFUN shift-orce (arc--move-list)
(let ((stn-reset-list nil))
(dolist (element arc-move-list)
(let* ((arc-label (first element))
(etnl (get-node-location (first arc-label)))
(stn2 (get-node-location (second arc-label)))
(time (second element)))
(shift-arc arc-label time)
(setq stn-reset-list (union (list stnl stn2) stn-reset-list))))
(dolist (stn stn-reset-list)
(find-ovnite-ac stn)
(set-zero-dep-list stn))))
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)
)
(DEFUN sort-ovnite-stn--list ()
(setq *overnight-station--Ilist (sort-stations-by-op. *overnight-station-list*)))
(DEFUN sort-statione-by-ops (station-list)
(cond ((null station-list) nil)
(t (lOet ((min-ope (apply 'min (mopcor 'station-op. station-list)))
(min-station (dolist (station station-list)
(if (equal (station-op. station) mrrn-ops)
(return station)))))
(cons min-station (sort-statione-by-ope
(remove min-station station-list :test 'equal)))
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;; File "hc:cwk;floyd.llpf>"
;; FLOYD SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM
;;; Floyd Algorithm for Maintenance Routings Problem
(DEFUN floyd ()
(let ((pl-motrix nil) (o--matrix nil))
(multiple-value-setq (pi-matrix a-matrix)
(initiolize-floyd--matrices))
(dolist (k (map-node-list moap*))
(multiple-value-setq (pi-matrix o-matrix)
(iterate-floyd k pi--matrix o--aotrix)))
(setq *pi-matrixs pi-matrix)
(setq ,a-matrix*e -matrix )))
(DEFUN initialize-floyd-motrices ()
"Creates matrices to store the floyd shortest paths, and stores their initial contents."
(let* ((dim (1+ (map-no-of-nodes *maps)))
(pi-matrix (make-array (list dim dim)))
(a-matrix (make-array (list dim dim))))
(dolist (I (map-node-list *mape))
(dolist (j (mop-node-list emop*))
(cond ((arc-exists i J)
(aoset (get-arc-length I j) pi-motrix I j)
(aset I a-matrix I j))
((-I j)
(oset 9 pi-matrix i j)
(aset I o-matrix I j))
(t (cset *infinity* pi-matrix I j)
(,set 8 o-matrix I j)))))
(values pi-matrix a-matrix)))
(DEFUN iterate-floyd (k pi-matrix a-matrix)
(let* ((dim (1+ (map-no-of-nodes *map*)))
(new-pi--atrix (make-array (list dim dim)))
(new-a-matrix (make-array (list dim dim))))
(dolist (i (map-node-list *moap))
(dolist (j (map-node-list emap*))
(let ((dist-thru-k (+ (aref pi-matrix I k) (aref pi-matrix k j)))
(current-dist (aref pi--matrix I j)))
(aset (min dist-thru-k current-dist) new-pi--atrix I j)
(let ((previous-node (if (< (abs (- (aref ne-pi--matrix I j)
(oref pi-matrix I j))) 8.001)
(aref o-matrix I j)
(aref a-matrix k j))))
(aset previous-node new-a-matrix i j)))))
(values new-pi-matrix new-a-matrix)))
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(DEFUN shortest-dist (nodel node2)
(if ,modified-mape
(progn (floyd)
(delivery-floyd)
(setq *modified-map* nil)))
(aref *pi-matrix, nodel node2))
(DEFUN shortest-poth-node-to-node (nodel node2)
(cond ((- nodel node2) (list node2))
(t (let ((node-before-node2 (aref *o-matrix* nodel node2)))
(append (shortest-path-node-to-node nodel node-before-node2)
(list node2))))))
(DEFUN shortast-path-node-to-station (from-node station--number)
(let ((node-list (get-station-node-list station-number))
(path nil)
(path-time *infinity*))
(dolist (to-node node-list)
(cond ((< (shortest-dist from-node to-node) path-time)
(setq path-time (shortest-diet from-node to-node))
(setq path (shortest-poth-node-to-node from-node to-node))
path))
;;; * **. *SS*s*Ss .e****•******* ***** ***********••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*s *s****o****
;;; Floyd Algorithm for Delivery Routings Problem
(DEFUN delivery-floyd ()
(let* ((dim (1+ (map-no-of-nodes *map*)))
(pi-matrix (make-array (list dim dim) :initial-element infinity.))
(o-matrix (make-array (list dim dim) :Initial-element 8)))
(multiple-value-setq (pi-eatrix a-matrix)
(initialize-delivery-floyd-matrices))
(dolist (k (map-node-list *map*))
(nultiple-value-setq (pi-matrix o-matrix)
(iterate-floyd k pi-motrix a-matrix)))
(setq *delivery-pi--moatrix pi-matrix)
(setq *delivery-a-matrixe o-matrix )))
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(DEFUN Initialize-delivery-floyd-matrices ()
"Creates matrices to store the floyd shortest paths.
and stores their initial contents."
(let* ((dim (1+ (map-no-of-nodes *map*)))
(pi-4atrix (make-array (list dim dim) :initial-element oinfinity*))
(o-matrix (make-array (list dim dim) :Initial-element 6)))
(dollet (I (map-node-list *maps))
(setf (node-delivery-to-list (get-node-info i)) nil)
(aset 9 pi-matrix i I)
(oset I *-matrix I I))
(loop for stn-no from 1 to (map-no-of-stations *mape)
do (let* ((node-list (get-station-node-list stn-no))
(first-node (car node-list))
(last-node (car (lost node-list))))
(dolilt (I node-list)
(let ((dep-to-list (get-node-dep-to-list i)))
(dolist (j dep-to-list)
(push J (node-delivery-to-list (get-node-info I)))
(aset (get-arc-length I j) pi--atrix I j)
(aset I o-matrix I j))))
(!f (or (null node-list) (equal first-node last-node))
(if (not (null node-list))
(push first-node (node-delivery-to-lest
(get-node-info last-node)))
nil)
(dolist (I (butlast node-list))
(let* ((J (next-node I))
(grd-orc-length (s (- (get-node-y J) (get-node-y i))
.time-y-ratioe)))
(push j (node-delivery-to-list (get-node-info I)))
(aset grd-orc-length pi-matrix I j)
(aoset I a-mtrix I J)))
(let ((cycle-arc-length
(+ schedule-period
(. (- (get-node-y first-node)
(get-node-y last-node))
*time-y-ratio*)'))
(push first-node (node-delivery-to--list
(get-node-info lost-node)))
(aset cycle-arc-length pi-matrix lost-node first-node)
(aset loast-node o-matrix last-node first-node))
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(let ((no-of-nodes (length node-list)))
(dotlmes (I no-of-nodes)
(setq node-list
(append (cdr node-list) (lilst (car node-list))))
(let ((n (nth 9 node-list)))
(loop for fromr 1 to (1- no-of-nodes)
do (let ((nl (nth (1- j) node-list))
(n2 (nth j node-list)))
(aset (+ (aref pi-matrix n nl)
(aref pi-matrix nl n2))
pi-matrix n n2)
(aset nl a-matrix n n2))))))
(values pi-matrix a-matrix)))
(DEFUN shortest-delivery-dist (nodel node2)
(if *modified--mape
(progn (floyd)
(delivery-floyd)
(setq modifoied-map nil)))
(aref *delivery-pl-matrix* nodel node2))
(DEFUN shortest-dolivery-path-node-to-node (nodel node2)
(cond ((= nodel node2) (list node2))
(t (let ((node-before-node2 (arof *delivery-o-satrixs nodel node2)))
(append (shortest-delivery-poth-node-to-node nodel node-before-node2)
(list node2))))))
(DEFUN shortest-delivery-path-node-to-station (from-node station-number)
(let. ((node-list (get-station-node-list station-number))
(path nil)
(path-time *infinity*))
(dolist (to-node node-list)
(cond ((< (shortest-delivery-dist from-node to-node) path-time)
(setq path-time (shortest-delivery-dist from-node to-node))
(setq path (shortest-delivery-path-node-to-node from-node to-node))
path))
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;;; File "hc:cwk;indicate.lIsp#>"
;; INDICATE ROUTINGS
;;;
(DEFUN indicate-arc (nodel node2)
(let* ((arc-info (get-arc-Info nodel node2))
(arc-type (arc-type arc-info)))
(if (equal arc-type 'flight)
(let. ((xl (get-node-x nodel))
(yl (get-node-y nodel))
(x2 (get-node-x node2))
(y2 (get-node-y node2))
(arrow nil) (orrow-x 9) (arrow-y 6)
(xal 8) (yal 0) (xao2 ) (ya2 0))
(if (arc-midx arc-info)
(progn (setq arrow-x (arc-midx arc-info))
(setq arrow-y (arc--idy arc-info)))
(progn (setq arrow-x (/ (+ xl x2) 2))
(setq arrow-y (/ (+ yl y2) 2))))
(multiple-value-setq (xal yal xa2 ya2)
(arrowhead xl yl x2 y2 arrow-x arrow-y))
(setq arrow (send world :insert-triangle
arrow-x arrow-y xal yal xa2 ya2 1 7 7))
(push arrow *indicated-object-list*)
(push (list nodel node2) *endicated-arc-Iist*)
(refresh-object-area arrow))
(indicate-existing-or-non-existing-grd-arc nodel node2))))
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(DEFUN Indicate-delivery-paths (path-list)
(clear-listener)
(dollit (path path-list)
(let* ((stn-number (get-node-location (car (last path)))))
(format t "'4%The delivery route to Station -e is ~t." stn-number path)
(indicate-path path)
(if (not (equal path (car (loast path-list))))
(progn (format t "~b'4lP-kA Click mouse to see other routings.")
(loop until (send window :any-tyi))
(clear-listener)
(unindicate-path))
(if (> (length path-list) 1)
(progn (format t "•%*4X%~Click mouse to list all routings again.")
(loop until (send window :any-tyi))
(clear-listener)
(dolist (path path-list)
(let* ((last-node (car (loast path)))
(stn-number (get-node-locaticn last-node)))
(format t "-XThe delivery route to Station ~s is -a."
stn-number path)))
(unindicate-path)
(format t "•X'.'%-X'CliIck mouse to continue.")
(loop until (send window :any-tyl))
(clear-listener))
(format t "-*4-'X-%c Iick mouse to continue.")
(loop until (send window :any-tyi))
(clear-listener)
(unindicate-poth)
(DEFUN indicate-existing-or-non-xxisting-grd-orc (nodel node2)
(let* ((arrow-x (get-node-x nodel))
(xal (+ arrow-x (o* arrowhead-lengthe (sin *arrowhead-half-angles))))
(xa2 (- orrow-x (e *arrowhead-length* (sin *arrowhead-half-angleo))))
(yl (get-node-y nodel))
(y2 (get-node-y node2))
(orrowhead-height (* .arrowhead-lengthe
(cos *arrowhead-half-angle)*)))
(if (> y2 yl)
(loet ((arrow nil)
(arrow-y (/ (+ yl y2 4) 2))
(orrowbose-y (- arrow-y arrowhead-height)))
(setq arrow (send world :insert-triangle arrow-x arrow-y
xal arrowbase-y xo2 arrowbose-y 1 7 7))
(push arrow *indicated-object-list.)
(push (list nodel node2) eindicated-arc-liste)
(refresh-object-area arrow))
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(let* ((orrovw-y (+ grid-odge-bottom 15))
(arrowbase-y (- orrow-y arrowhead-height))
(top-arrow nil)
(bottom-arrow nill))
(setq bottom-arrow (send world :Insort-triongle arrow-x arrow-y
xal arrowbase-y xa2 arrowbase-y 1 7 7))
(setq arrow-y (- grid-edgi-top 5))
(setq arrowbase-y (- arrc arrowhead-height))
(setq top-arrow (send worta :Insert-triangle arrow-x orrow-y
xal arrowbase-y xa2 arrowbase-y 1 7 7))
(push bottom-orrow *Indicated-object-lilst)
(push top-arrow *indicated-object-llst*)
(push (list nodel node2) *Indicated-arc-list.)
(ref resh-object-arsa top-arrow)
(refresh-object-area bottom-arrow)))))
(DEFUN indicate-node (node-number)
(let* ((x (get-node-x node-number))
(y (get-node-y node-number))
(indicated-node-object (send world :insert-circle x y (+ *node-radius, 3) 1)))
(push indicated-node-object *indicated-object-list*)
(push node-number *indicated-node-list.)
(refresh-object-area Indicated-node-object)))
(DEFUN Indicate-path (path)
(if path
(progn (indicate-node (car path))
(if (null (cdr path))
nil
(if (arc-exists (first path) (second path))
(Indicate-arc (first path) (second path))
(indicate-existing-or-non-existing-grd-arc (first path)
(second path)))
(indicate-path (cdr path)))
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(DEFUN Indicate-paths (path-list)
(clear-listener)
(dolist (path path-list)
(format t "-,XThe routing from node s- is ~a." (car path) path)
(indicate-path path)
(if (not (equal path (car (last path-list))))
(progn (format t "*XJ-,'••WlC0Ick mouse to see other routings.")
(loop until (send window :any-tyi))
(clear-listener)
(unindicate-path))
(if (> (length path-list) 1)
(progn (format t ".-%X,,,'%•,4Click mouse to list all routings
(loop until (send window :any-tyi))
(clear-listener)
(dolist (path path-list)
(format t "K•The routing from node -s is -s
(car path) path))
(unindicate-path)
(format t "-%•-•X-4-Click mouse to continue.")
(loop until (send window :any-tyi))
(clear-listener))
(format t "4P%*--•4Cl ick mouse to continue.")
(loop until (send window :any-tyl))
(clear-listener)
(unindicate-poth)
(DEFUN unindicate-path ()
(setq *indicated-node-list. nil)
(setq *indicated-arc-lists nil)
(dolist (object *indicated-object-list.)
(send world :delete-entity (list object))
(refresh-object-area object))
(setq *indicated-object-liste nil))
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again.")
."
;; File "hc:cwk;mr.lispf'>"
;;; MAINTENANCE ROUTINGS
(DEFUN maintenance-routings ()
(clear-listener)
(let ((nl (length *mr-start-node-list*))
(n2 (length *mr-station-Iist*)))
(if (or (zerop n1) (zerop n2))
(progn (print "No start node or station.")
(unhighlight-all))
(multiple-value-setq (*indicated-path-list* a-varlable *nodes-with-no-route.)
(path-n-rm *mr-start-node--list. mr-station-liist))
(unhighlight-all)
(Indicate-pathe *indicated-path--list)
(dolist (node *nodes-with-no-routee)
(format t "4-There is no path from Node so." node))
(setq *indicated-path-list* nil)
(setq *nodes-with-no-routee nil)
;;; **************************************************************************************
(DEFUN check-conflict-poth-paths (path path-start-time avoid-path-list)
(let ((conflict nil)
(conflict-arc nil)
(path-before-conflict nil))
(dolist (avoid-path avoid-path-list)
(let* ((path-timing-list (get-path-timing-list path path-start-time))
(avoid-path-start-time
(if (>- (get-node-time (car avoid-path)) dec-time-grid-top)
(get-node-time (car avoid-path))
(+ schedule-period (get-node-time (car avoid-path)))))
(avoid-path-timing-list
(get-path-timing-list avoid-path avoid-path-start-time)))
(multiple-value-setq (conflict conflict-arc path-before-conflict)
(check-conflict-path-path path path-timing-list avoid-path
avoid-path-timing-I ist))
(if conflict (return))))
(values conflict conflict-orc path--before-conflict)))
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(DEFUN check-conflict-poth-paoth (path path-timing-list avoid-path avoid-path-timing-list)
(let ((conflict nil)
(conflict-arc nil)
(path-before-conflict nil))
(if (and (> (length path) 1) (> (length avoid-path) 1))
(loop for I from 1 to (1- (length path)) while (not conflict)
do (loop for J from 1 to (1- (length avoid-path)) while (not conflict)
do (if (and (- (nth (1- 1) path) (nth (1- j) avoid-path))
(< (abs (- (nth (1- 1) path-timing-list)
(nth (1- J) avoid-path-timing-list)))
0.01)
(4 (nth I path) (nth j avoid-path))
(equal 'flight (get-arc-type (nth (1- 1) path)
(nth I path))))
(progn (setq conflict t)
(setq conflict-arc
(list (nth (1- 1) path) (nth I path)))
(setq path-before-conflilct (firstn (1- I) path))
(values conflict conflict-arc path-before-conflict)))
(DEFUN find-non-conflicting-poth (node start-time station avoid-path-list
max-avoid-path-time)
(let ((best-path nil)
(best-time *infinity*)
(stop nil)
(conflict nil)
(conflict-are nil)
(path-before-conflict nil)
(path (shortest-path-node-to-station node station)))
(multiple-valuo-setq (conflict conflict-arc path-before-conflict)
(check-conflict-path-pathe path start-time avoid-path-list))
(if (not conflict)
(setq best-path path)
(let* ((br-node (first conflict-arc))
(br-node-time (get-path-end-time
(append path-before-conflict (list br-node))
start-time))
(br-to-list (remove (second conflict-arc)
(node-to-list (get-node-info br-node)))))
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(dollst (node br-to-list)
(if stop (return))
(let* ((node-start-time (+ br-node-time
(get-arc-length br-node node)))
(path-from-node
(find-non--conflicting-poth node node-start-time
station avoid-path-Ilst
max-avoid-path-time))
(path (if path-from-node
(append path-before-conflict (list br-node)
path-froam-node)
nil))
(path-time (get-path-end-time path start-time)))
(if (< path-time best-time)
(progn (setq best-path path)
(setq best-time path-time)
(if (< best-time max-avoid-path-time)
(setq stop t))))))
(if (not stop)
(let ((searched-node br-node)
(searched-node-time br-node-time)
(backtrack-list path-before-conflict))
(loop for node in (reverse path-before-conflict)
while (not stop)
do (let ((node-time
(- searched-node-time
(get-arc-length node searched-node)))
(node-to-list
(remove searched-node
(get-node-to-list node))))
(dolist (to-node node-to-list)
(if stop (return))
(let* ((to-node-start-time
(+ node-time
(get-arc-length node to-node)))
(path-from-to-node
(find-non-conflicting-path to-node
to-node-start-time
station
avoid-path-list
max-avo id-path-t ime))
(path (if path-from-to-node
(append backtrack-list
path-froam-to-node)
nil))
(path-time
(get-path-end-time path start-time)))
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(if (< path-time best-time)
(progn (setq best-path path)
(setq best-time path-time)
(if (< best-time
max-avoid-path-time)
(satq stop t))))))
(if (not stop)
(progn (setq searched-node node)
(setq searched-node-time node-time)
(tetq backtraock-list
(butlast backtrack-list))))))))
best-path))
(DEFUN get-path-end-time (path start-time)
(cond ((null path) *infinity*)
(t (car (loast (get-path-timing-list path start-time))))))
(DEFUN get-path-timing-list (path start-time)
(cond ((null path) nil)
((null (cdr path)) (list start-time))
(t (let ((next-node-start-time (+ start-time
(get-arc-length (first path) (second path)))))
(cons start-time (get-path-timing-list (cdr path) next-node-start-time))
(DEFUN path-1-1 (node station)
(let* ((path (shortest-path-node-to-station node station))
(start-time (if (>- (get-node-time node) dec-time-grid-top)
(get-node-time node)
(+ schedule-period (get-node-time node)))))
(if path
(values (list path) (+ start-time (shortest-diet node (car (last path)))) nil)
(values nil *infinity, (list node)))))
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(DEFUN poth-l-ia (node station-list)
(let ((beet-path nil)
(best-time *lnfinity.)
(no-route-node-llst (list node)))
(dollet (station station-lilt)
(let ((path-list nil)
(path-time *infinity*)
(no-route-node-listl (list node)))
(multiple-value-setq (path-list path-time no-route-node-list1)
(path-1-1 node station))
(if (< path-time best-time)
(multiple-value-setq (best-path best-time no-route-node-list)
(values path-list path-time no-route-node-listl))
(values best-path best-time no-route-node-list)))
(DEFUN paths-mt-1 (node-list station)
(if (- (length node-list) 1)
(path-1-1 (car node-list) station)
(let ((best-paths nil)
(least-no-route-node-list node-list)
(best-time *infinity*))
(dolist (node node-list)
(let ((rest-of-node-list (remove node node-list))
(avoid-path-Ilut nil)
(no-route-node-llst node-list)
(max-avoid-path-time *infinity.)
(best-time-candidate *Infinityo))
(multiple-value-setq
(avoid-path-llst max-ovoid-path-time no-route-node-list)
(paths-n-I rest-of-node-list station))
(let* ((start-time (if (>- (get-node-time node) dec-time-grid-top)
(get-node-time node)
(+ schedule-period (get-node-time node))))
(path (find-non-conflicting-path node start-time station
avoid-path-list max-avoid-path-time))
(path-time (get-path-end-time path start-time)))
(format t "-'paths--m-1 node s- path -s" node path)
(if path
(progn (push path avoid-path-iist)
(setq best-time-candidate
(max path-time max-avoid-path-time)))
(push node no-route-node-list)
(setq best-time-condidate max-avoid-path-time)))
(cond ((or (< (length no-route-node-list)
(length least-no-route-node-lslt))
(and (- (length no-route-node-list)
(length least-no-route-node-list))
(< best-time-candidate best-time)))
(setq best-paths avoid-path-list)
(setq least-no-route-node-list no-route-node-list)))
(setq best-time beet-time-candidate)))
(values best-paths best-time least-no-route-node-list))))
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(DEFUN paths-r-i (node-list station-list)
(cond ((and (= (length node-list) 1) (- (length station-list) 1))
(path-l-1 (car node-list) (car station-list)))
((and (= (length node-lIst) 1) (> (length station-list) 1))
(path-I-rn (car node-list) station-list))
((and (> (length node-lIst) 1) (- (length station-list) 1))
(paths-ra-1 node-lIst (car station-list)))
(t (let ((best-paths nil)
(least-no-route-node-list node-list)
(best-time *infinity*))
(dolist (node node-list)
(dolist (station station-list)
(let* ((rest-of-node-list (remove node nods-list))
(avoid-path-list nil)
(no-route-node-list rest-of-node-list)
(max-avoid-path-time *infinity*)
(best-time-candidate *infinity*))
(multiple-value-setq
(avoid-path-list max-avoid-path-time no-route-node-list)
(paths-r--rm rest-of-node-list station-list))
(lets ((start-time
(if (>- (get-nods-time node) dec-time-grid-top)
(get-rlode-time node)
(+ schedule-period (get-node-time node))))
(path (find-non-conflicting-path node start-time
station avoid-poth-list
max-avoid-poth-time))
(path-time (get-path-end-time path start-time)))
(if path
(progn
(if (null avoid-path-list)
(setq best-time-candidate path-time)
(setq best-time-candidate
(max path-time max-avoid-path-time)))
(push path avoid-path-list))
(push node no-route-node-list)
(setq best-time-candidate max-avoid-path-time)))
(cond ((or (< (length no-route-node-list)
(length least-no-route-node-liut))
(and (r (length no-route-node-list)
(length least-no-route-node-list))
(< best-tim*-candidate best-time)))
(setq best-paths avoid-path-list)
(setq least-no-route-node-list no-route-node-list)
(setq best-time best-time-candidate)))
(values best-paths best-time least-no-route-node-list)))
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;;; File "hc:cwk;delivery.llspl>"
;;; EARLIEST DELIVERY ROUTINGS PROBLEW
(DEFUN delivery-routings ()
(clear-listoner)
(setq .min-connection-time* 8)
(tv:choose-variable-vaiues
(I(s
(emin-connection-timet "Minimum Ground Connection Time (Hour/Minutes)"
:number)
:label (format nil "Input:"))
(setq *min-connection-time. (convort-hr--min-dec-time emin-connection-time*))
(lot ((nl (length *delivery-source-lists))
(n2 (length *delivery-dostination-Iist*)))
(if (or (zerop nl) (zeorop n2))
(progn (print "No delivery source or destination.")
(unhighlight-all))
(multlple-value-sotq
(*indicated-path-liset edeotinatione-with-no-delivory*)
(delivery-pathe-a-. ,delivory-source-Ilst. *delivery-destination-list.))
(unhighlight-all)
(Indicate-delivery-paths *Indicated-path-list*)
(dolist (station *destinations-with--no-delivery.)
(format t "-XThere is no delivery route to Station ~s." station))
(setq *indicated-path-list. nil)
(setq ,destinations-with-no-delivery* nil)
;; *;******* *** ***************************
(DEFUN check-violate-min-connection-time (nodel-time node2-timo)
(if (< (- node2-time nodel-time) *min-connection-timeo) t nil))
(DEFUN check-fllght-unavailability (nodel node2 nodel-time)
(let ((day-list (arc-unavail-day-list (get-arc-info nodel node2)))
(nodel-dayl-time (get-node-time nodel))
(unavailability nil))
(dolist (day day-list)
(let ((nodel-day-time (+ nodel-dayl-time
(s schedule-period (1- day)))))
(if (< (abs (- nodel-time nodel-day-time)) 0.01)
(return (setq unavailability t)))))
unavailability))
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(DEFUN check-feasible-delivery-path (path)
(let* ((conflict nil)
(conflict-poo nil)
(path-before--conflict nil)
(next-search-poe 0)
(path-timing-list (get-delivery-path-timing-list path)))
(if (not (or (null path) (null (cdr path))))
(loop for I from 0 to (- (length path) 2) while (not conflict)
do (if (< I next-search-pos)
nil
(let ((nodel (nth I path))
(nodel-time (nth I path-timing-list))
(node2 (nth (1+ 1) path))
(node3 (nth (+ i 2) path)))
(cond ((and (arc-exists nodel node2)
(equal 'flight (get-arc-type nodel node2)))
(if (and node3 (arc-exists node2 node3)
(equal 'flight
(get-arc-type node2 node3)))
(if (plusp omin-connection-time.)
(progn (setq conflict 'zero-connection)
(setq conflict-pos (list i (1+ I)))
(retq path-before-conflict
(firstn (1+ 1) path))))
(if (check-flight-unavailability
nodel node2 nodel-time)
(progn (setq conflict 'flight-unavail)
(setq conflict-pos
(list 1 (1+ i)))
(setq path-before-conflict
(firstn I path))))))
(t (let. ((j (do ((k i (1+ k)))
(nil)
(let ((ni (nth k path))
(n2 (nth (1+ k) path)))
(if (and (arc-exists nI n2)
(equal 'flight
(get-arc-type nI n2)))
(return k)))))
(node2-time (nth j path-timing-list)))
(setq next-search-pos j)
(cond ((zerop i) nil)
((check-violate-mln-connection-time
nodel-time node2-time)
(setq conflict 'short-connection)
(setq conflict-pos (list I j))
(setq path-before-conflict
(firstn I path))))))
(values conflict conflict-pos path-before-conflict)))
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(DEFUN delivery-poth-1-1 (node station)
(let* ((upstream-path nil)
(best-path nil)
(best-time *infinity*))
(multiple-value-setq (best-path best-time)
(find-feasible-path upstream-path node station best-path best-time))
(if best-path
(values (list best-path) nil)
(values nil (list station)))))
(DEFUN delivery-pothe-l-m (node station-list)
(let ((path-list nil)
(no-delivery-stn-list nil)
(station-poth-list nil)
(no-delivery-p nil))
(dolist (station station-list)
(multiple-value-setq (station-path-list no-delivery-p)
(delivery-path-1-1 node station))
(if (car station-path-list)
(push (car statio,:-path-list) path-list)
(push station no-delivery-stn-list)))
(values path-list no-delivery-stn-list)))
(DEFUN delivery-path-ri-1 (node-list station)
(let ((path-list nil)
(best-time sinfinity*)
(candidate-path-list nil)
(path-time nil)
(no-delivery-p nil))
(dollst (node node-list)
(multiple-value-setq (candidate-poth-list no-delivery-p)
(delivery-path-1-1 node station))
(setq path-time (get-delivery-path-end-time (car candidate-path-list)))
(if (< path-time best-time)
(progn (setq path-list candidate-path-list)
(setq best-time path-time))))
(if (car path-list)
(values path-list nil)
(values nil (list station)))))
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(DEFUN dolivery-paths-a--a (node-list station-list)
(cond ((and (a (length node-list) 1) (- (length station-list) 1))
(delivery-path-1-1 (car node-list) (car station-list)))
((and (- (length node-list) 1) (> (length station-list) 1))
(delivery-path-l1-m (car node-list) station-list))
((and (> (length node-list) 1) (- (length station-lIst) 1))
(delivery-poth--a-1 node-list (car station ilst)))
(t (let ((path-list nil)
(no-delivery-stn-list nil)
(station-path-list nil)
(no-delivery-p nil))
(dolist (station station-list)
(multiple-value-setq (station-path-list no-delivery-p)
(delivery-path-r-1 node-list station))
(if (car station-path-list)
(push (car station-path-list) path-list)
(push station no-delivery-stn-list)))
(values path-lIst no-delivery-stn-list)))
(DEFUN find-feasible-path (upstream-path node station best-path best-time)
(let. ((conflict nil) (conflict-pos nil) (path-before-conflict nil)
(path-from-node (shortest-delivery-path-node-to-station node station))
(path (if path-from-node (append upstroeam-path path-from-node) nil))
(path-time (get-delivery-path-end-time path)))
(if (>- path-time best-time)
(values best-path best-time)
(multiple-value-setq (conflict conflict-pos poth-before-conflict)
(check-feasible-delivery-poth path))
(cond ((not conflict) (values path path-time))
(t (let*
((I (first conflict-poe))
(j (second conflict-poe))
(node-i (nth 1 path))
(node-j (nth j path))
(br-node (if (equal conflict 'fllght-unavail) node-i node-j))
(upstreao-pathl (if (equal conflict 'flight-unavail)
(firstn (1+ I) path)
(firstn (1+ j) path)))
(br-to-list (let ((to-list (get-node-delivery-to-list br-node)))
(if (equal conflict 'flight-unavail)
(remove node-j to-list)
(set-difference
to-list (get-node-dep-to-list br-node))
2))))
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(dolist (br-to-node br-to-list)
(multipil-value--etq (best-path best-time)
(find-fecaible-path upstreor-pothl br-to-node station
beat-path best-time)))
(let* ((searched-node
(if (equal conflict 'zero-connection) node-j node-i))
(path-from-lost-confllct
(nthcdr (length upstream-path)
path-before-conflict))
(backtrack-list path-froim-loat-conflict))
(dollet (br-nodel (reverse path-from-last-conflict))
(let* ((upstreao-path2
(append upstream-path backtrack-list))
(br-to-listl
(remove searched-node
(node-dolivery-to-last
(get-node-info br-nodel)))))
(dolist (br-to-nodel br-to-listl)
(multiple-volue-setq (beat-path best-time)
(find-feasible--path upstream-path2 br-to-nodael
station best-path best-time)))
(setq searched-node br-nodel)
(setq backtrack-list (butlast backtrack-list)))
(values best-path best-time))))
(DEFUN get-delivery-path-end-time (path)
(cond ((null path) *infinity*)
(t (car (last (get-delivery-poth-timing-list path))))))
(DEFUN get-delivery-path-timing-list (path)
(cond ((null path) nil)
(t (let* ((start-time (get-node-time (car path)))
(path-timing-list (list start-time)))
(if (cdr path)
(loop for I from 1 to (1- (length path))
do (let* ((nodel (nth (1- i) path))
(nodo2 (nth I path))
(nodel-time (car (lost path-timing-list)))
(node2-time
(+ nodel-time
(if (- nodel node2)
schedule-period
(shortest-delivery-dist nodal node2)))))
(setq path-timing-list
(append path-timing-list (list node2-time))))
path-timing-list))))
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;;; ile "hc:cwk;meQn.llsp)>"
;;; MAIN PROGRAM
(DEFUN schedule-mop ()
(setq *max-no-of-nodese 50)
(setq smax-no-of-stationse 29)
(setq *infinity* 1ie880000000)
(setq *node-radius* 5)
(setq *orrowhead-length* 10)
(setq *arrowhead-half-angle. (/ pl 6))
(setq *node-label-offeet-x* 7)
(setq *node-label--offset-y -7)
(setq *statiorr-label-offset-x* -15)
(setq *station-label-offeet-ye 5)
(setq *savo-file-names "mop")
(setq *dot-horiz-spocing le)
(setq *dot-vert-spocing le)
(setq grid-edge-top 60)
(setq vert-grid-line-x (make-array *jax-no-of-stationse))
(setq *frame* nil)
(frame-configuration)
(let ((eterminnl-ios (send *frame* :get-pane 'listener))
(*debug-lo* (send *frame* :get-pane 'listener))
(*standard-inpute (send *frome* :get-pane 'listener))
(*standard-output. (send *frame* :get-pane 'listener)))
(send *frome* :expose)
(setq window (send *frome* :get-pane 'map-window))
(setq li|tener (send *frame* :get-pane 'listener))
(send listener :select)
(setq world (send window :world))
(send world :set-current-pick-tolerance 3)
(clear-listener)
(setq schedule-period 24)
(format t "€'XSelect CREATE NEW MAP GRID or RETRIEVE SCHEDULE.")
(progroam-control)))
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(DEFUN frame-configuration ()
(unless sfroame
(setq *frame* (make-instance 'terminal-frome
':save-bits t
':panes
'((map-window map-graphics-window
:label "MAP DISPLAY"
:superior tv:mouse-sheet)
(listener tv:lilsp-lstener
:label "LISP LISTENER")
(menu tv:command-menu
:Item-list ,.menu-lIist))
':constraints
'((configuration . ((map-window bottom-strip)
((bottom-strip
:horizontal (0.25)
(listener menu)
((menu 40 :characters))
((listener :even))))
((mop-window :even)))))
(setq *menu-liste
("Create New Map Grid "
("Add/Remove Ground and Cycle Arcs"
("Save/Clear/Retrieve Schedule Map"
(lse.)
("REDUCTA Algorithm
("Find number of aircraft
("Find Maintenance Routings
("Find Delivery Routings
("Create Stations
("Unhighlight All
("Quit
:eval
:eval
:eval
:eval
:eval
:eval
:eval
" :eval
" :eval
" :eval
(map-new))
(option-menu-grd-arcs))
(option-menu-mop))
(reducta))
(find-no-of-alircraft))
(maintenance-routings))
(delivery-routings))
(create-stations))
(unhighllght-all))
(quit-program))
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(DEFUN Initialization ()
(cleoan-up)
(setq *mop* (make-map))
(setq *graphic-mop. (make-graphic-mop))
(eetq no-of-vort-grid-I Inoe 10)
(setq *no-of-hrs-between-horiz-lIlnes 2)
(eetq *mouee-cur-state* 'main)
(setq *selected-node* nil)
(setq *.elected-orc-origin. nil)
(setq .selected-orc-end. nil)
(setq *selected-arce nil)
(setq *eelected-stotion. nil)
(setq *eelected-arc-is-curved. nil)
(setq seelected-orc-le-cycle-orc. nil)
(setq mid-point-dot nil)
(setq *overnight-station-list. nil)
(setq smr-start-node-liit. nil)
(setq emr-stotion-list. nil)
(setq *delivery-source-list anil)
(setq *delivery-destination-list. nil)
(setq *indicated-poth-list. nil)
(eetq *indicated-node-list. nil)
(setq *indicated-arc-list. nil)
(eetq *Indicated-object-list. nil)
(setq *nodes-with-no--oute nil)
(setq *destinations-with-no-delivery, nil))
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(DEFUN program-control ()
(send window :clear-lnput)
(let ((quit nil))
(loop until (equal quit 'yes)
do (multiple-volue-setq (temp-object x y button quit) (pick))
(if x
(setq x (nearest-stotion-x x)))
(if button
(cond ((and x (chor-equal button "\mouse-l-2))
(let ((station (statlon-number-of-coord-x x))
(time (convert-y-dec-time y)))
(create-node station time :new t)))
((char-equal button I\mouse-ai-1)
(if (and *selected-arc-origine eselected-arc-ende)
(create-arc oselected-arc-origine *'elected-orc-end*
:straight t :new t)))
((char-equal button f\mouse-m-2)
(if (and *selected-orc-origin' .selected-orc-ende)
(create-arce selected-arc-origin* *selected-arc-ende
:new t)))
(temp-object
(setq obj-type (object-type temp-object))
(case obj-type
('node
(setq *selected-node*
(get-node-object-number temp-object))
(if (char-equal button "\mouse-l-1)
(option-menu-node)))
('arc
(setq *selected-arce
(get-arc-object-label temp-object))
(if (char-equal button #\mouse-l-1)
(option-menu-arc)))
('rectangle
(setq *selected-stations
(get-station-object-number temp-object))
(if (char-equal button f\mouse-l-1)
(option-menu-station)))
(otherwise nil))))
(print "quit"))
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(DEFUN set-eap-start-and-end-time ()
(let ((hr--eini -999) (hr-min2 -999))
(format t ",4Deflne time Interval for the mop-X")
(loop until (and (>- hr--minl 8) (<- hr-mini 2359))
do (format t
"14 Earliest time (between O000 and 2359 hours) : ")
(setq hr-min1 (read)))
(let ((start-tlme (fix (convert-hr-mmn-dec-time hr-mini))))
(setq dec-time--grid-top (if (evenp start-time) start--time (1- start-time))))
(loop until (and (> hr-min2 hr-mini) (<- hr-min2 2480))
do (format t
"14X Latest time (between es and 2400 hours) : "
(1+ hr--mini))
(setq hr-min2 (read)))
(let ((end-time (ceiling (convert-hr-min-dec-time hr-min2))))
(setq dec-time-grid-bottom (,f (evenp end-time) end-time (1+ end-time))))
;;;
; MENUS AND OPTIONS
(DEFUN map-clear ()
(clear-l stener)
(initialization)
(setf (map-start-time *map.) dec-time-grid-top)
(setf (map-end-time smap*) dec-time-grid-bottom)
(disply-grid)
(di splay-stat ion-code))
(DEFUN map-new ()
(clear-listener)
(set-mop-start-and-end-time)
(initialization)
(setf (map-start-time *map*) dec-time-grid-top)
(setf (map-end-time *map*) dec-time-grid-bottom)
(display-grid)
(display-station-code))
(DEFUN map-redraw ()
(clean-up)
(display-gria)
(display-station-code)
(redraw-arcs-and-nodes)
(clear-listener)
(format t "--%Schedule map redrawn."))
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(DEFUN map-retrieve (&optional error)
(clear-lisfetener)
(get-retrieve-file error)
(Initialization)
(load seave-file--name*)
(display-grld)
(display-station-code)
(redraw-arcs-and-nodes)
(clear-listener)
(format t "-XSchedule map retrieved."))
(DEFUN map-save ()
(clear-listener)
(tv:choose-variable-values '(""
(*soave-file-name* "File Name" :pathnome)
:label "Save This Mop"
:width 50)
(comp•ler:fasd-symbol-value *save-file-name '*map*)
(format t ".%XSchedule mop saved."))
(DEFUN option-menu-ore ()
(clear-listener)
(let ((nodel (first *selected-arcs))
(node2 (second *selected-arce)))
(if (equal (arc-type (get-arc-info nodel node2)) 'flight)
(tv:menu-choose '(("")
(" Edit arc H
:eval (edit-arc *selected-arcs))
(" Erase arc
:eval (erase-arc *selected-arc*)))
(format nil " Option for Arc (~.s~s) :
(tv:menu-choose '(("")
(" Erase arc "
:eval (erase-arc *selected-arcs)))
(format nil " Option for Arc (~s.as) :
" nodel node2))
" nodel node2))
(DEFUN option-menu-grd-arcs ()
(clear-listener)
(tv:menu-choose '(("")
("Add all Ground and Cycle Arcs " :eval (add-all-grd-arcs))
("Remove all Ground and Cycle Arcs" :eval (remove-all-grd-arcs))
(ormt nl "hoose")))))
(format nil "Choose")))
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(DEFUN optloon-enu-ap ()
(clear-listener)
(tv:menu-choose '(("")
("Save this Schedule Map " :oval
("Clear this Schedule Map" :eval
("Retrieve a Schedule Map" :eval
(""))
(format nil "Choose")))
(map-save))
(map-clear))
(map-retrieve))
(DEFUN option-menu-node ()
(clear-listener)
(tv:menu-choose '(("")
(" Find maintenance routing "
:oval (select-start-node oselected-node*))
(" Select as a delivery source "
:eval (select-delivery-source eselected-nodes))
(" Select as the origin of an are "
:eval (select-arc-origin *selected-node*))
(" Select as the end of an arc "
:eoval (select-arc-end eselected-node*))
(" Edit Node "
:eval (edit-node *selected-node*))
(" Erase Node
:oval (erase-node *selected-node*))
(1...)))
(format nil " Options for Node ~s : " *selected-node*)
(DEFUN option-menu-station ()
(clear-l stener)
(tv:menu-choose (( "")
(" Add ground and cycle arcs
:eval (add-grd-orcs *selected-station*))
(" Remove ground and cycle arcs "
:eval (remove-grd-arcs *selected-station*))
(" Select as a maintenonce station
:eval (select-maint-station *selected-station.))
(" Select as a delivery destination "
:eval (select-delivery-destination *selected-station
(" Edit station name
:eval (edit-station *selected-station.))
(format nil " Options for Station ~s : " *selected-stat))
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(DEFUN quit-progrm () 'yee)
(DEFUN reducta ()
(clear-I Itener)
(if (not (find-no-of-aircraft :reducta t))
(format t "-UJnequal numbers of departures and arrivalo at some stations.")
(setq *modifled-mape t)
(soet-zero-dep--I iot-ol 1)
(set-ovni to-tn-i- it)
(sort-ovnit.-"tn-- let)
(remove-alI l-grd-orc)
(reducto-stat in *overnight-stat ion-I ist)
(add-- I Il-grd--rcs)))
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